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Abstract
Optical sensors systems implement mappings between object and sensor spaces.
Traditional systems are based on continuous models, in which both the objects and
sensors are assumed to be in a continuous volume and the optical field propagation
is also continuous. Since physical sensors are distributed discretely in the 3D physical space, in practice an approximation must be made in traditional systems to fit
the measurement data into the continuous model. This thesis explores an alternative approach to studying the optical sensor system design based on a completely
discrete model so that not only are the measurements on a finite point set but the
reconstructed object is described with a finite point set instead of a continuous
function.
The thesis gives general discussion about the theoretical background of optical
sensor systems and spatial mappings. Both the continuous and discrete models are
discussed. A taxonomy is given to classify the design method for the discrete models.
We summarize several approaches on how to design the optical sensor arrays with
discrete models. Two design examples are presented in the following chapters. In
Chapters 2 and 3, the design, implementation and experimental demonstration of
fiber webs are presented in detail as examples for volume sampling. We introduce the
concept of K-neighbor-code and show that when K=2, the 2D gray code is best for
localizing an extended object. We first apply the superimposed code to the optical
sensor array design for localizing multiple objects simultaneously. Specifically, we
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use the genetic algorithm to find the most efficient U D2 code to localize up to 2
persons in 64 positions. We use low cost fiber web to realize these efficient coding
designs and the result shows that fiber webs work well. In Chapters 4 and 5, we
propose the boundary sensor arrays for object tracking. An analysis of both 1D
and 2D spaces is given based on the graph theory. We introduce the concept of
boundary sensing based on detected temporal domain sequences and prove a series
of theorems as the foundation of boundary sensing. We propose the data structure
for boundary sensing and show that the simulation results confirm the theoretical
analysis. The result shows that in the 1D domain we find the optimal solution and in
the 2D domain we prove the random deployment scheme is a workable deployment
scheme when the number of sensors and the length of the sensor sequence are large
enough. In Chapter 6, we generalize the boundary sensor model to the statistic
partial boundary sensor model. Since the boundary sampling is a broad area, we
will leave the complete solution as an open problem.
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Chapter 1
Spatial Mappings for Optical
Sensors
1.1

Introduction

Optical sensing systems are based on spatial mappings. From cameras to spectrometers, from lenses to gratings, many of the optical sensor systems use spatial
mappings to map the desired information about the object into a set of points in our
physical space. The data points are then captured by spatially distributed sensor
arrays and used to reconstructed the original object based on the mapping algorithm. A sensor array is a set of sensors placed at different locations to spatially
sample a propagating wave field, which may be electromagnetic, acoustic, seismic,
etc [37]. This thesis focuses on the optical field. The challenge here is to determine
the optimum set up for a sensor array to meet a specific set of requirements.
There are two ways to design an optical sensing system by spatial mapping: the
continuous way and the discrete way. Traditional sensor system designs are based
on continuous mappings. Sensor models generally assume the field is measurable at
every point within a continuous physical volume. Such volume includes lines and
surfaces. However, real world sensors are located at discrete physical points, such
as the discrete pixel arrays in optical cameras. The measurements from the sensor
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array are actually discrete samplings. A traditional sensor system is designed in this
way because the radiation field is usually modulated by continuous volume (such as a
lens), which keeps the geometry and topology of the object space. The advantage of
such a mapping is its natural relationship with the physical space. Quite a number
of examples of continuous mapping exist, such as Fourier systems [19, 39], computerized tomographic imaging [38], computed-tomography imager [21, 24], coded
aperture [13, 14], and interferometric imaging systems [33, 48–50].
A geometric sensor system, on the other hand, develops the mapping in a completely discrete way. It assumes geometric field propagation and is aware that the
measurements are taken at discrete points. Correspondingly, the information about
the object is also reconstructable on a finite number of points. For example, for a
discrete imaging system, the image of the object is described by a 2D or 3D discrete
array instead of a continuous 2D or 3D function. The number of discrete measurements or reconstructible object states are limited by system resolution or precision.
The object space and measurement space are segmented into discrete cells. Each
cell is associated with a unique object state or measurement state. The mapping is
then defined between each pair of segmented cells in object space and measurement
vectors in measurement space. The next step is to realize this mapping with spatial
mapping so that the information can be captured by a spatially distributed sensor
array.
A number of researchers have been working on such discrete transformation
based on geometric spatial mapping. Examples include Hadamard transform imager and imaging spectrometer [36], in which the Hadamard matrix is employed
to improve system signal to noise ratio; feature specific imaging [56], in which
the Karhuren-Loeve matrix is employed to improve imaging system fidelity; sensor placement problem [15], in which an identifying coding matrix is employed
2

to determine the best sensor deployment scheme; the multimodal multiplex spectrometer [66], in which a random transformation matrix is employed to efficiently
convert source spectrum curve into spatial intensity map; reference structure tomography(RST) [10], in which a detailed discussion is given about how to design
a new tomography system based on modulation of transformation matrix T with a
reference structure.
The motive of this thesis is to further develop discrete spatial mapping method
and apply it to optical sensor system design, particularly for object localization and
tracking. To our knowledge, this kind of design has not been discussed systematically before. We will start from general discussion about the spatial mapping
method, the difference between the continuous and discrete model, and then give
a taxonomy of discrete mapping models. After that, two examples about how to
use the discrete spatial mapping method to design and optimize a sensor array
for object localization and tracking are discussed in detail. The result shows that
the discrete spatial mapping model is a useful and effective tool for optical sensor
systems design.

1.2

Spatial Mapping Method

An optical sensing system may be described by a state-space model. Such model
typically include the following components:
Object space: The 3D physical space that contains the objects being
studied.
The objects in the object space generate a radiating field that carries the information about the parameters of the objects.
Object configuration space: The space spanned by the object state
3

vector, whose components are the values of independent parameters of
the object.
Radiation space: The 3D physical space in which the radiation field
propagates.
The radiation space can be a free space or contain some optical elements to
modulate the radiation field.
Sensor/measurement space: The space spanned by the measurement
vector, whose components are the measurements from each individual
sensor.
In our problem, we have unknown object(s) in the object space, the optical field
carrying the information about the object propagates through the physical space
and is captured by the optical sensors. The goal of our system is to estimate the
object states from the detected sensor states. A general model of the mapping
between the object space and the measurement space is:
⇀

⇀

⇀

⇀

M ( r m ) = T{S( r s )}
⇀

(1.1)

⇀

Where r m and r s are parameter vectors in the measurement and object spaces,
⇀

⇀

M and S are measurement vector and object vectors, respectively. T is an operator that performs transformation between the object and sensor space, or in
other words, T is a coding function that transforms the desired information into
measurable elements.
⇀

⇀

The parameter vector r s indexes the object space. r s may be any vector whose
components include position, frequency, time. . . etc, depending on the desired in⇀

formation. The object configuration space spanned by r s contains the information
⇀

about the object that we are interested in and this information is indexed with r s .
4

⇀

The parameter vector r m for a sensor array indicates how the measurement
varies from one sensor to another. The measurement of a particular sensor cor⇀

responds to the measurement for a specific valule of r m . Similar to the object
configuration space, the measurement can change with space, time, frequency, etc.
For example, each sensor can have its own spectrum filter to directly measure a
different spectrum component. However, for a typical sensor array, different sensor
nodes are always distributed in different locations within the 3D physical space.
⇀

The space spanned by r m can be reduced to the physical space spanned by rm . We
will focus our discussion on how to design optical systems to map the information
distributed in the object configuration space into sensor points distributed in the
physical space by the method of spatial mapping.
A conventional optical spectrometer is a typical example of a measurement system design based on spatial mapping. For a spectrometer, we want to know the
radiation intensity distribution as a function of wavelength. Instead of measuring the radiation intensity at each wavelength directly, a grating is put before the
radiating object so that the radiation energy as a function of wavelength is also
now function of radiating angles, as shown in Fig.1.1. After the modulation by the
grating, the spectrum information can be easily collected by a distributed sensor
array.
An optical imaging system is another example. In a conventional camera, the
lens performs the spatial transformation so that the sensor array (CCD/ CMOS
array) can capture the image at the focal plane, as shown in Fig.1.2.
A third example is the localization and tracking of the moving objects, which
will be the primary focus of this thesis in the following chapters. In this case, each
object, as a rigid body, has a fixed intensity profile. For example, the shape of the
human body does not change much when walking or running. The intensity profile
5

Sensor plane

Aperture

Grating

Rm1

Object
Rm2

Rm3

Figure 1.1: A typical optical spectrometer based on spatial mapping design.
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Lens
Object

Radiations

Image

Figure 1.2: A confocal system based camera. The transform is performed by lens.
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as a whole changes with the location, orientation, tilt and identity of this object. If a
proper spatial mapping is established to capture the variation of the intensity profile,
the corresponding parameter can thus be identified. A configuration for tracking
a human with distributed sensor array is shown in Fig.1.3. Similarly to previously
discussed examples, we need a spatially distributed sensor array to capture the
signals. A key difference between a tracking system and an imaging system is that
in a tracking system we do not need to capture the detail of the intensity profile,
but only the way it changes as a rigid body. This difference can help to significantly
reduce the complexity of tracking systems.

Spatially distributed
sensor array

Moving direction

Fixed intensity profile
(For the same human)

Figure 1.3: A tracking system tracks the change of intensity profile such as translation, rotate, tilt, etc.
Since one can only have a limited number of sensors and the measurement by
each sensor has to be digitalized, the object state, either continuous or discrete, has
8

to be mapped to a discrete array of measurement data. This kind of continuous to
discrete mapping, as will be discussed later, is the key to measurement space coding.
A number of researcher have touched on this topic; among them is Harrison Barrett [6], who gave a rigorous discussion about continuous to continuous, continuous
to discrete and discrete to discrete mappings. In this thesis, we will focus on the
discrete to discrete mapping and discuss it in detail with several design examples.

1.3

Continuous Model vs. Discrete Model

In confocal systems such as regular cameras, the measurement space is isomorphic
⇀

⇀

to the object space because the transformation from r s to r m is a one to one
mapping when we try to image a particular plane in the object space. The focal
plane is scaled reproduction of the object plane. The film or pixel array on the focal
plane takes discrete sampling to finish the continuous to discrete conversion. The
continuous mapping part can be expressed as,

⇀

⇀

m( r, t) =

⇀

Z

⇀ ⇀′

⇀′

⇀′

δ( r, r , t, t′ )s( r , t)d r dt

(1.2)

⇀′

⇀

Where m( r, t) describes the measurement, s( r , t) describes the object and
⇀ ⇀′

δ( r, r , t, t′ ) is the sampling function. This kind of isomorphic mapping can also
happen in the temporal domain. The scanning systems are typical examples of
such. A traditional scanning system usually uses a probe (either physical or virtual,
such as beam steering) to measure the information of the object with a particular
⇀

value of r s at a time. The object can be reconstructed by varying the scanning
point and fusing all the measurements within a time frame by interpolation. Examples include laser scanning imaging systems [35], scanning spectrometers [4, 11]
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and hyperspectral imaging systems [26].
In transforming mapping systems, the measurement space is a continuous projection transform of the object space. Such systems can be described by substituting
the delta function in Eqn (1.2) with a more complicated continuous kernel function,
as shown in Eqn (1.3). This generalization further indicates that many inverse problems fall into this category since many of them also have a separable propagation
kernel.
⇀

⇀

m( r, t) =

Z

⇀ ⇀′

⇀′

⇀′

K( r, r , t, t′ )s( r , t)d r dt

(1.3)

The transforming systems are close to the geometric system which will be introduce later and can be regarded as a group of predecessors. We notice in all the
systems mentioned before, the discrete sampling of the sensor merely performs the
continuous to discrete conversion and does not take the full advantage of discrete
mappings. The object information, the field propagation and distribution are all
descrbed by continuous functions. This continuous distribution is then measured
with discrete sampling. The data from the discrete sampling is used to interpolate
and estimate a continuous field distribution again. Finally this estimation is employed to reconstruct the original continuous object. The geometric sensor performs
the whole process in a completely discrete way, from the object description to the
field distribution. Since a discrete mapping and inversion model usually involves
computation of matrices and Boolean algebra for a binary sensor (sensors that only
have on or off states), one can take advantages of many nice properties belonging
to this kind of discrete math. In this case Eqn(1.3) becomes:

M = TS

(1.4)

With the kernel substituted by transformation matrix T , both the object and
10

measurement are discretized to form Eqn(1.4). The transformation matrix T is a
key to our system design which describes the spatial mapping. The advantage of using matrix T lies in the freedom of fine tuning each of its elements and its dimension
to improve system performance by using certain unconventional optical element or
sensor deployment strategies. Such addtional freedom is usually unavailable when
a system is designed with the conventional continuous model. For example, it is
well known that Hadamard matrix can be employed to improve the signal to noise
ratio. It has been applied to various kinds of optical systems based on discrete
mapping design [36]. The Hadamard matrix can be physically implemented by
optical elements such as masks. However, as for the continuous transform kernel
⇀ ⇀′

K( r, r , t, t′ ) there is no exact counterpart which can easily modulate the field propagation to conviniently and directly get this kind of SNR improvement. As another
example, the group testing code which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3, can
help optical systems achieve efficient sensing by having less measurments than the
number of unknowns. It employs the binary code family which can be physically
implemented by certain sensor deployment schemes. This kind of efficient sensing,
again, is difficult to be realized under the continuous model with the continous
⇀ ⇀′

kernel K( r, r , t, t′ ).
In the next sections we will further discuss the geometric model in discrete
sampling with the focus on the application of object localization and tracking.

1.4

Geometric Sampling of the Radiation Field

The geometric model assumes that radiation field propagates from the object space
to the measurement space is characterized by a simple ray propagation model rather
than the wave propagation model. The geometric model makes the following as11

sumptions:
1. Each point in the object is described by a positive and real intensity field.
2. The field propagates along a straight ray in the free space.
3. A point in the measurement space measures the sum of the intensity of all the
rays incident on it.
4. The propagation field may be modulated by optical components.
In the geometric model, Eqn (1.1) can be reduced to

m(rm ) =

Z

⇀

⇀

v(rm , r s )s( r s )

(1.5)

⇀

where the kernel v(rm, r s ) has exact physical meaning. It describes the visibility
between the pair of points. Note again that although rm is a point in 3D physical
⇀

space, r s can include time, frequency or any other desired parameter about the
object. The detected value by the sensors under the geometric model is assumed
⇀

to be a real and positive number when r s is “visible” from rm . Specifically, in a
binary sensor network, its value is “1” when the pair of points are visible to each
other and “0” when not. Under this model, Eqn (1.5) becomes

m(rm ) =
⇀

[

⇀

s( r s )

(1.6)

⇀

r s :v(rm , r s )=1

The visibility function can be modulated by any transparent/opaque components including regular optical components such as lenses, prisms, phase plates and
gratings. These components can be combined with the optical sensor to form a
compound sensor shaping a unique field of view, which is called the receiver pattern
12

⇀

of a single detector. It is described by the kernel function v(rm, r s ) when we fix
the parameter rm . It determines the way we sample and group those individual
points in the object configuration space. Different sampling methods can lead to
completely different system design strategies. The receiver pattern is generalized
from the term polar pattern in the literature of acoustics, which describes the microphone’s sensitivity to signal from different directions. Currently we summarize
several ways to do the geometric sampling of the radation field.
Volume sampling: The optical sensor’s receiver pattern is one or several continuous volumes (or regions) in the object space. Inside those individual regions,
each point has exactly the same visibility relationship with the sensor points. In
such a sensor system, each point in the object is sampled by at least one of the
sensors since the sensor system is designed to cover the whole object space.
Volume sampling is a popular sampling method because it is a natural way for
optical sensing. Many of the continuous mapping systems can be regarded as volume
sampling systems with the volume equal to an ideal point. Each point in the object
space will have different responses in the sensors, while in geometric sensor system
we discretized the space so the ideal points become individual volumes within which
all the points share the same response. We will list two examples in the next two
paragraphs.
In the sensor placement problem, the sampling volume of each sensor is a ball
as shown in Fig. 1.4 which is one of the popular samples volume among optical
sensors. Other common patterns include the fan and cone beam pattern. A target
will be detected if it falls within the receiver pattern. The challenge is to design
a sensor placement scheme so that the minimum number of sensors are used to
localize targets.
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Figure 1.4: Volume sampling used in sensor placement problem with ball center
pattern [15]

Figure 1.5: Volume sampling used in reference structure tomography. Each binary
code in the object region indicates the region’s visibility to each sensor in the sensor
array.
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In RST, some generalizations of the common sample volume of optical sensors
are introduced by employing the reference structure. As shown in Fig. 1.5, the
natural cone beam pattern of each sensor becomes several discrete fan zones. The
intersection of this fan zone leads to the irregular sample volumes. The challenge
of the system design is to determine the size and distribution of these reference
structures and modulate sample volumes so that a specific sensing goal can be
achieved.
Boundary sampling: The optical sensor’s receiver pattern is the boundary
between two or more continuous volumes. It can be either a surface or a line. In
such a system, only a limited set of points in the object space are sampled by the
sensors. The boundary sampling can be regarded as the spatial derivative of the
volume sampling. For example, in Fig. 1.4 and Fig. 1.5, imagine that the sensors
now are only sensitive to the surface of the ball and the edges between the polygon
volumes. Thus, if there are any movements from volume to volume, the boundary
sensors can capture it. This is extremely useful for object tracking because a moving
object will tend to cut a series of boundaries if the boundaries are carefully deployed.
By sampling a limited set of points, it is further possible to save system resources
and reduce cost. The examples of boundary sampling can be found in a few pieces
of literatures [22, 68]. Similarly to volume sampling, the boundary can be created
in the 3D physical space or the object configuration space. For example, in chapter
3 we will discuss its application in object tracking and give an example of how to
optimize system design based on boundary sampling. One can create a series of
boundaries in the object space. When an object moves around, it will trigger a
number of boundary sensors in sequence. Based on the detected temporal domain
sequence and a look-up table, we will be able to localize this object.
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Point sampling: The optical sensor’s receiver pattern is a point right at the
position of the sensor. This kind of sensor is usually applied to the situation when
we are interested in the field at a specific point and it is impossible or inaccurate
to infer the field at that specific point by measuring the field at other locations.
Differential sampling: The optical sensor’s spatial domain receiver pattern
can be either volumes, boundaries, or points, but it is only activated when object
state has a non-zero time derivative. In a scenario when the object state only
changes occasionally, the sensors do not sample at every time step. The differential
sampling measures the time derivative while the boundary sampling measures the
spatial derivative in the object configuration space. It is highlighted because time
is different from other coordinates (x,y,z) and very few optical sensors are sensitive
to the time derivative. The pyroelectric sensor is one example of such a kind of
sensor. The application of differential sampling by pyroelectric sensor has been
demonstrated recently by our lab [27].

Figure 1.6: A pyroelectric sensor capable of detecting the temporal derivative of
the infrared signals.

1.5

Object Analysis: Three Classes of Identification Problem

The previous section discusses how the information about the object is collected.
In order to pick a sampling method for an optimized system design, one must
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also be aware of how much is to be known about the object. The argument is
, if we only need to estimate or identify part of the object information set, why
should we capture the whole set first to extract the part of information in which
we are interested? Why can’t we design our system so that it is targeted at the
desired information subset directly? After one figures out what kind of subset of
information is desired from the object, the corresponding measurement method
should be designed to optimize measurement efficiency. Based on this, we classify
the information identification problems into three categories:
Static Identification: The object state is identified immediately based on the
current measurement result only.
Dynamic Identification: The object state is identified based on a series of
successive measurement results of fixed length. If for some reason a measurement
is lost or mistaken, a new series of measurements must be initiated to guarantee
correct identification result.
Path Identification: Given the initial and final states of the object, its intermediate states are determined by a series of consecutive measurement results of
various lengths. For example, when tracking humans, we know his initial and final
position, as well as a series of signals related to his intermediate positions. With
this information in hand, it is possible to reconstruct his path between the initial
and final positions with even less requirement for system resource.
The relationship between these there classes of problems is illustrated by Fig.1.5.
In general, if a sensor arrangement scheme satisfies a static identification problem, it will automatically satisfy a dynamic identification problem. The similar
relationship exists between dynamic identification and path identification. These
relationships indicate the system requirement is sequentially reduced from static
identification to path identification.
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Dynamic identification
Special case when both ends are fixed,
but the length of the path is not fixed

Special case when the length
measurement sequence equal to 1.

Static identification

Path identification

Figure 1.7: The relationship between three classes of identification problems.
In the static identification problem, the measurement results at the current time
step associated with each object state should be distinct from each other. In the
dynamic identification, however, this uniqueness is not required. Instead, we get a
sequence of consecutive measurements. This measurement sequence is then needed
to be uniquely mapped to an object state sequence. The current object state is
extracted from the object state sequence. Path identification problems, as a special
class of dynamic identification problems, lock the initial and final object states so
that the total number of possible state sequences is further reduced.
Also, in the static identification problems, the sensor system monitors the object
configuration space constantly. This strategy is useful when high resolution and
sensitivity are required. However, when the object space is vast and high resolution
is not imperative, sensing each point is neither necessary nor efficient. In a typical
case in which the object space is segmented into a number of regions, one only
wants to know which region the object is currently in, but not the exact location
within that region. One only needs to monitor the boundaries between regions with
sensor networks to detect a series of boundary-crossing events. Thus the object can
be localized by the dynamic identification technique mentioned above.
The purpose of introducing these three classes of identification problem is to
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further introduce the concept of efficient sensing. Efficient sensing involves using
the least number of measurements to reconstruct desired information. Efficient
sensing can be further generalized to include compressive sensing in which one
has less than one measurement per object state. Efficient sensing can be realized
by employing an optimized coding scheme for a particular class of identification
problem. It can also be realized by selecting the most appropriate and efficient
identification scheme. For example, if one can tolerate sacrificing real time error
correction capability occasionally, a dynamic identification scheme is more efficient
than a static identification scheme since fewer measurements are required.

1.6

Hybrid Sampling and Identification

The combination of various kinds of sampling and identification problem yield interesting results for the geometric sensor system. The different sampling methods
indicate physically how to sense efficiently by changing ways of measurement. The
different identification scheme indicates how to sense efficiently by picking up a
reasonable ensemble of object information. In particular, we will focus on volume
sampling and boundary sampling because they will be used in our object tracking
applications and discussed in detail in the following chapters.
1. Static identification with volume sampling method: Since a volume sampling
method samples every point in the object space, it is natural to use it in a
static identification system. Because the volume sampling method constantly
monitors every point of the object space, a measurement error can be corrected
at the next time step. It is the most robust system (correct the measurement
error within the least number of time steps) among all the combinations.
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2. Static identification with boundary sampling method: The nature of boundary
sampling method makes the static identification system inappropriate unless
the boundaries themselves are the region in which we’re interested.
3. Static identification with differential sampling: Since the differential sampling
method samples the object space only when the radiation field changes, its
measurement sequences appear as a number of non-zero measurements among
null measurements. When a null measurement is picked up as current measurement data, one needs to look backwards in memory to find the most recent
distinct measurement. Thus the measurements are actually compressed, as
compared to static volume sampling, to save system bandwidth at the price
of just a little more memory to store the measurement result in the previous
time steps.
4. Dynamic identification with volume sampling: As mentioned before for dynamic sampling, only the measurement sequence needs to be globally unique
to guarantee the detection of a unique object state sequence at a predefined
resolution. Particularly for binary sensors, we also note that an interesting
feature in volume sampling is that the signature for the adjacent region varies
by exactly one bit, as shown in Fig.1.5. Thus the whole object space is effectively coded with generalized 2D gray code. This enforces an constraint
when we design the unique signature sequence. We can take advantage of this
interesting feature to design the boundary sampling dynamic identification
system discussed below.
5. Dynamic identification with boundary sampling: The boundary sampling
method is more efficient for the dynamic identification system in that only
desired movement (boundary crossing) is tracked. The design of the bound20

ary sampling dynamic identification system is a dual for volume sampling
dynamic identification system. In a system with m boundary sensors, if we
encode each segmented region with m bit binary signature, then if the kth
boundary sensor is triggered, it indicates the object travels to a new region
whose signature is flipped in the kth bit.
6. Dynamic identification with differential sampling: The basic form of differential sampling acts like dynamic volume sampling. One can use the same
coding algorithm as in volume sampling for dynamic identification. The major differences between them are still the power consumption and first order
data compression (Recall that dynamic sampling measures the first order spatial derivatives). The differential sampling is always in a power saving mode
because it only generates signals when object states change. Differential sampling can also be modulated so that two sensors’ field of view almost overlaps
with each other to firm a compound boundary. In such systems, the differential sampling method actually acts like the boundary sampling method.
This idea is used for a commercially available two-element pyroelectric motion
sensor.
7. Point sampling with various identifications: Since for point sampling we are
only interested in the object parameters at the sensor point, (except static
identification), there is no much sense in doing dynamic identification or path
identification with such a sampling method.
8. Path identification with various sampling method: From the previous discussion we know that path identification is a special case of dynamic sampling
with both ends fixed. Thus the discussion about dynamic sampling applies to
path identification as well.
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1.7

Geometric Sensor Coding Design

From the discussion in previous sections, we notice that the design of geometric
sensor networks basically involve how we design the mapping from object configuration space to measurement space. The ideal mapping should be not only unique
but also efficient. By unique we mean that one should be able to identify the object state once a complete measurement state is available. By efficient we mean
the ratio of used measurement states to the total number of available measurement
states should be as large as possible. Besides, there are other requirements from a
practical application, such as error correction/detection, space/time limit, and also
some special properties related to a particular kind of sensor.
A unique mapping usually is not difficult to achieve when the system is redundant. Here the redundancy means the number of available measurement states is
much more than the number of object states. The situation is similar to the design of a physical hash function to hash a few object states into a great number of
measurement states. However there are a number of motives to reduce the number of available measurement states. These motives include reducing the number
of sensors, reducing computation complexity and reducing the requirement on system bandwidth. To accomplish this, we need to incorporate every piece of prior
knowledge of the object into the system design.
One example of the prior information is when the possible object states are limited to a subspace of the whole space. For example, for object tracking, sometimes
we know that only a few objects exist in the physical space. Thus, the possible
object states are significantly reduced since we know that object states corresponding to more objects are forbidden. Another example is when a set of object states
share some common parameters, one only needs to identify any one of the states
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to measure this parameter. A third example is when we are only interested in a
number of object states. Other states may occur, but they can simply be ignored.
For instance, one may only want to to find if a set of particular points in a image
is illuminated of not. All these reductions of object states indicate efficient sensing
designs. We will show several efficient fiber web designs in chapters 2 and 3. The
fiber web also shows an example of the combination of volume sampling and static
identification.
On the other hand, we note that indirect measurement of the object states points
out another direction to improve sensing efficiency. For example, for localization
purposes, we do not need to measure the object position directly, instead, we can
measure its velocity or path. These alternatives of measurement provide another
degree of freedom for sensor network design. We will illustrate them in the discussion
of boundary sensor array in chapters 4 and 5. The boundary sensor array also serves
as the example of the combination of dynamic identification and boundary sampling.
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Chapter 2
A Coded Fiber Floor Sensor
System
2.1

Introduction

Human tracking has been an active research area for years. Video sensor networks
for human tracking have been extensively studied [12, 43, 65]. Such systems have
suffered from high computational and energy costs. However, a number of other
choices exist, such as floor sensor arrays [28, 34, 51] and infrared sensor arrays [3,
27, 41]. Recently, our group demonstrated a coded pyroelectric sensor array for
modest resolution and low computational cost sensing. In this chapter, we describe
similar codes for fiber optic tracking networks. A code (here we focus on binary
codes), is a number array which is used to guide the deployment of the sensor array
or modulate the sensor’s receiver pattern. A coding design helps to reduce data
redundancy inherent in video sensor networks. Such a system is a low cost, low
data transmission substitute for video cameras.
The physical coding is carried out by multiplex sampling and sensor receiver
pattern modulation. The sensor receiver pattern describes a sensor’s sensitivity to
the points in object space. A multiplexed sensor measures multiple regions in the
object space. By multiplexing, one is able to physically encode the object space to
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achieve efficient mapping between an object state and a sensor state. Multiplexed
sampling can be realized in several ways. Volume sampling is the most natural since
many optical sensors are sensitive to a volume. An example is reference structure
tomography [10], where the sampling volume is modulated by optical components
such as lenses and masks. Boundary sampling is a second multiplexed sampling
example where each sensor measures the object parameters on the boundaries between volumes. We here employ a third approach, line sampling, where samples
are taken along a curve. The flexibility of a curve provides additional freedom in
multiplex sampling design.
A line sensor is a curve wandering through the object space. The sensor is triggered if any object touches this curve. In this paper, we use plastic fiber as a line
sensor. A variety of fiber strain sensor [42, 64] designs exist, and we have selected
what we believe to be the lowest-cost technique. A pressure applied to a fiber causes
microbending, which in turn leads to a reduced transmission through the fiber. A
series of microbending based fiber sensors have been built to sense vibration, pressure and other environmental effects [8,55,61]. In our work we configure the fiber as
a binary sensor by setting an appropriate detection threshold. When a group of sensors are deployed in the object space, the presence of an object will trigger response
in one or more fibers. A binary sensor state vector is created with each element of
the vector corresponding to the response of a single fiber. The relationship between
object position and the corresponding binary sensor state vector can be defined in a
look-up table. During reconstruction, the look-up table serves to localize the object
with the binary measurement vector. A properly designed codebook containing the
lookup table for the object space can lead to efficient and robust sensing.
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2.2

General System Model

To demonstrate the coding concept, a line sensor web is deployed in this 2D object
space as indicated in Fig.2.1(a). The binary response function of ith line sensor is
described by the equation

hi (x, y) =



 1, ci (x, y) = 0

(2.1)


 0, ci (x, y) 6= 0

where ci (x, y) = 0 describes the curve of ith fiber. The function ci (x, y) = 0
when (x, y) is on the curve, while ci (x, y) 6= 0 when (x, y) is not on the curve. In
Fig.2.2(a), the equations for fiber curves are x − xi = 0 and y − yi = 0, where xi
and yi are constants. The object is assumed to be a rigid body with finite area and
has a degree of freedom in both translation and rotation. The binary pressure field
produced by the object is described by

S(x, y, x0 , y0 , θ0 ) =



 1, (x, y)if within the object

(2.2)


 0, otherwise

where (x0 , y0 ) denotes the center of mass and θ0 denotes the rotation.
When the response field of a particular line sensor as described in eqn (2.1)
overlaps with object pressure field described in eqn (2.2), an output signal ‘1’ will
be generated. In a multi-sensor scenario, the system response is a binary vector,
which will be called the sensor signature vector. If the object is a point object at
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(b)

(a)

Figure 2.1: The configuration of the fiber sensor network. (a) random deployment
without pad layer or cell segmentation. The object space is a 2D space. A fiber will
be triggered if it is covered by the object. (b) with pad layer or cell segmentation
coded by 2D gray code. The arrows indicate how each fiber should be deployed.
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(x, y), the signature vector can be written as,



h1 (x, y)





 ...
Mp (x, y) =
..


.





 h (x, y)
l











(2.3)










For a point object, the only non-zero element in this vector is the response of the
fiber at the location of the point object. In the real world, the fiber is not an ideal
line and the object can not be an ideal point. An object can be approximated
as a point object if its size is about the same as the width of the fiber. Most
other objects should be regarded as extended objects. For an extended object, the
signature vector is written as,



m1 (x0 , y0 , θ0 )





 ...
M (x0 , y0 , θ0 ) =
..


.





 m (x , y , θ )
l 0 0 0











(2.4)










Note that M is now the function of both the object’s location and orientation. The
relationship between general sensor signature M (x0 , y0 , θ0 ) for an extended object
and Mp (x0 , y0 ) for a point object is described by
[

M (x0 , y0 , θ0 ) =

Mp (x, y)

(2.5)

hi (x, y)

(2.6)

∀(x,y),S(x,y,x0 ,y0 ,θ0 )=1

and
[

mi (x0 , y0 , θ0 ) =

∀(x,y),S(x,y,x0 ,y0 ,θ0 )=1
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where ∪ denotes inclusive OR. The distribution of signature vectors across the
object space is called the signature field. Several signature fields for each fiber
sensor are drawn in Fig.2.2 and the model of a human foot used in Fig.2.2 is shown
in Fig.2.3. In our model in Fig.2.3, we assume an even contact pattern between the
human foot and the floor since for localization purposes, one only needs to assume
the contact pattern occupies a finite area, not to find out its actual shape.
In general, for a non-circular object, the coverage of fibers changes with both the
position and orientation of the object. This makes a fiber web a good candidate for
estimation of both object location and orientation. However, in this paper we will
limit our attention to using the fiber web for object localization. Physically, we can
introduce a pad layer between the fiber web and the object so that the object will
apply pressure to the pad and the pad will transfer the pressure evenly to all the
fibers under it. The pad lowers the sensitivity to object orientation, but it reduces
the possibility of the object missing the fiber sensor.
From Eqn(2.5) and (2.6), it seems there would be some problems when mapping
the location of an extended object to a signature vector because different combinations on the right hand side can yield the same signature vector, resulting in
ambiguity. On the other hand, when an extended object rotates about its center of
mass, the combination on the right hand sides of eqn(2.5) and (2.6) changes, which
means an object can be mapped to several signature vectors even if its center of mass
does not move. If we don’t pay attention to these problems, even if the signature
vectors of point objects are guaranteed to differ from each other from pad to pad,
the signature vector of an extended object might be the same when the object stays
in different locations. Specifically for a walking human, the two feet will touch the
ground alternatively or simultaneously. Correspondingly, a human can be treated
as a single object when his feet are within one cell or an extended object when his
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2.2: The signature field for each of the four fiber channels. The object
space is 4 feet by 4 feet. (a) For a point object. According to eqn (2.4). This one
actually shows the layout of each fiber in the object space. The fibers are deployed
parallelly within the object space. (b) For a circular object whose diameter is 0.4
foot. (c) For a human foot model tilted at 0◦ . The human foot modeled is shown in
Fig.2.3 (d) For a human foot model tilted at 30◦ (e) For a human foot model tilted
at 60◦ (f) For a human foot model tilted at 90◦ .
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Figure 2.3: The model of a human foot. Each foot consists of two circles separated
by L and the separation between the two feet is D.
feet occupy multiple cells in a small neighborhood. The same problem for general
extended object tracking occurs in human tracking as well. Thus an effective object
space coding scheme is required to solve the potential problems mentioned above.

2.3

Optimized Coding For Single Object Localization

To accomplish the multiplexed sampling, the space is segmented into discrete cells
on a rectangular grid. The size of each cell determines the resolution. The points
within cell c(i, j) satisfy gij (x, y) ≤ 0, where the gij (x, y) ≤ 0 describes the shape of
the pad. All the points within the same cell c(i, j) have common sensor signature
vector M (i, j) for a point object, where (i, j) denotes the spatial coordinate of the
cell and M (i, j) ∈ (0, 1)l . After we discretize the object space with a pad, for an
extended object, the sensor signature vector is given by
[

M (x0 , y0 , θ0 ) =

M (i, j)

(2.7)

∀(i,j),∃(x,y),S(x,y,x0 ,y0 ,θ0 )=1&gij (x,y)≤0

By comparing equation (2.5) and (2.7), we find the pad layer reduces the number of
elements in the right hand side of eqn (2.5), which makes the overall sensor response
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more predicable.
To locate a point object, one should carefully assign a unique signature vector
M (i, j) to the cell (i, j). Many coding schemes are possible, but a self-revealing
code is preferred to prevent an expensive search in the look-up table to identify a
cell index given a sensor signature vector. A binary code with l sensors can detect
up to 2l − 1 object states. Each bit in the codeword for a cell can correspond to a
fiber passing through the cell.
For an extended object, the right hand side of eqn (2.7) may have several terms,
corresponding to sensor signature vectors of several adjacent cells. Since the final
sensor output is the Boolean sum of these sensor signatures, and it will correspond
to the signature of a particular cell, proper coding will locate this cell within a small
neighborhood enclosing all those cells included in eqn (2.7) and the approach will
provide consistent and controllable localization error.
The size of the neighborhood should be minimized to reduce localization error.
In a rectangular grid, a good candidate for the neighborhood would be a square.
Assume the size of the minimum square enclosure for the object is k ×k cells regardless of its location. It is obvious k > 1 for an
object because it could lie on
 extended

the boundary between cells. There are

2
k2
P
2
 k 

 = 2k − 1 possible combinations
i=1
i

within any k × k square enclosure while we only have k 2 sensor signatures within

this square. We want to design a coding scheme where the result of the boolean sum
2

operation of all the 2k − 1 combination is always one of the k 2 sensor signatures.
Assume all the signature vectors within a k × k square form a set Λ2 . The above
statement requires the set Λ2 to be closed with the Boolean sum operation. Notice
that every k × k square within the whole object space should satisfy this condition.
This problem seems daunting if we start from a 2D object space. However, we can
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show that the problem can be reduced to one dimension by finding a qualifying 1D
coding scheme which will allow the construction of the corresponding 2D coding
scheme.
Consider a 1D signature vector set Λ1 = {q0, q1, . . . qk } consisting of k adjacent
elements that satisfy qi ∪ qi ∈ Λ1 , (1 ≤ i, j ≤ k), where qi is a binary codeword with
fixed length and i = 1, ...k. We design the corresponding 2 dimensional code by
forming the set




q1 q1





 q2 q1
2
Λ2 = Λ1 =


...





 q q
k 1

q1 q2 . . .
q2 q2 . . .
...

...

qk q2 . . .



q1 qk 





q2 qk 

... 





qk qk 

(2.8)

Here qi qj indicates a compound codeword by putting codeword qi and qj with
the specified order.
By simple calculation one can verify qi1 qj1 ∪ qi2 qj2 = (qi1 ∪ qi2 ) (qj1 ∪ qj2 ) ∈ Λ21 =
Λ2 , (1 ≤ i1 , i2 , j1 , j2 ≤ k). The proof above indicates 2D coding can be constructed
by assigning two 1D-coding schemes to separate coordinates.
Suppose our codeword system has l bits. We first put part of the 2l codewords
along an array (q1 , q2 , ..., qi ), where i ≤ 2l . Note that this is not a set, the order
of the codewords is critical to our application. For arbitrary k, if any adjacent
t (1 ≤ t ≤ k) codewords in this line form a set closed with the Boolean sum
operation, we call it a k-neighbor-local code. If the locations of these k elements
are arbitrary, (i.e. these elements are not necessarily adjacent to each other) the
problem can be solved efficiently by the use of single user tracking superimposed
codes [18]. However, since we only require these k elements to be within a small
neighborhood, we have more degrees of freedom in our design and expect a higher
code efficiency (more available codewords given a fixed number of bits), the single
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user tracking superimposed code becomes a suboptimal solution. We have generated
several examples and . One example of 3-neighbor-local code is shown in Fig.2.4
with l = 4. Only 15 out of 16 binary codes can be used in this case. We have
observed that when k increases, the percentage of usable l − bit codewords for kneighbor-local code decreases. This is understandable since increasing k imposes
more constraints on the coding design.

Figure 2.4: A 1D 3-neighbor-local code with l = 4.
We have not found a general optimal solution for arbitrary k. However, when
k = 2, we are able to find an optimal solution by making use of all 2l codewords
and we will demonstrate that k = 2 is the optimal choice for our human tracking
application. If the adjacent codeword only changes 1 bit, one can always guarantee
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their Boolean sum is closed within this 2-element set. Such a code is the popular
gray code. A binary reflected gray [25] code corresponds to a Hamiltonian circuit
of an l-hypercube so that no codeword is wasted. For a typical human localization
scenario where the result might be used to orient video cameras or a microphone,
the resolution comparable to the width of a human waist is sufficient. This leads to
a cell size of about 1.5 feet by 1.5 feet. With these dimensions, the length of 2 cells
is a little greater than a walking human step length [63], as a walking human won’t
occupy more than 2 × 2 cells in most cases. Thus a 2D gray code with cell size 1.5
feet by 1.5 feet is a cost effective choice for indoor human tracking. In addition,
with 2D gray code, the coding efficiency is maximized, an n bits codeword can be
used to encode 2n cells. A fast decoding algorithm exist with the computational
complexity O(n2 ), which is extremely useful for large scale application.
A 2D gray code constructed according to Eqn (2.8) is shown in Fig.2.1(b) for
l = 4. This construction is one example of the available 2D gray codes. It was
selected for its simplicity of construction from its 1D counterpart. It is easy to be
implemented with line sensors since any bit in the codeword will be constant along
a row or a column. This allows us to configure the corresponding fiber sensor along
its row or column. The localization error when using a 2D gray coding scheme is
at most 1 cell, as we will demonstrate later.

2.4

Experiment Result and Discussion

We use a commercially available E1000 jacked plastic fiber as our fiber sensor. Each
channel connects a photo darlington(IF-D93) detector to a fiber optic LED (IF-E96)
light source. The light source/detector pair has a low unit cost and can be assembled
by simple plug and play. The fibers go through a small mat, as shown in Fig.2.5.
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The holes in the mat and the crossing fibers help to creates microbending along the
fiber when there are objects on it. The fibers are woven densely enough to simulate
a pad layer so that every human step can be detected. We set the threshold at 90
percent of the original transmission efficiency, which corresponds to about 60 lb of
weight distibuted over an area about the size of a human foot. A carefully selected
threshold value prevents false triggering from pets or other small objects. Although
we design our system for human tracking, an object with similar size and weight to
a human will be tracked as well.

Figure 2.5: A fiber mat system with 4 × 4 cells woven on a single mat. A complete
signal channel consists of LED, fiber, darlington receiver, A/D board and wireless
unit.
Along a particular fiber channel, the detected signal in the photodarlington is
transmitted into a microcontroller, which performs A/D conversion, then transimitted wirelessly to a computer for centralized processing. The wireless transmission
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is handy when the mat is far from the processing unit or the designs call for multiple fiber mats to act as a distributed sensor network. For a multiple fiber mat
configuration, some of the data processing can be shifted to a local unit to further
decrease the bandwidth requirement in wireless transmission.
The fiber wired mat is one of our solutions for the construction of a portable,
robust fiber floor. One advantage in the design lies in the fact that it can be transportted to another location without another calibration. Another design concept is
to weave fiber on a hardware net, as shown in Fig.2.6. The grid structure on the
hardware net improves the fiber floor sensitivity to pressure. A design concept is
twisted fiber cable as shown in Fig.2.7. Compared to the previous two configurations, the twisted setup can help fibers generate microbending without an external
grid structure so that it can be deployed in a much more flexible way. However,
with this design, one will need to do the fiber weaving and calibration every time
it is moved to a new location.
The 2D gray code discussed in the last section was employed to weave an experimental fiber mat with 4 × 4 cells. We use the fiber mat to track the human
by detecting his footsteps. Each foot is modeled as two circles close to each other
with little overlap, as shown in Fig.2.3. At any time, there could be one or two
feet detected due to the nature of human walking. When there are two, based on
the discussion in the previous section, we assume the two feet are always within a
square of 2 × 2 cells. Fig.2.8 shows the software interface for such system. The blue
dot indicates the current position of the human being tracked.
To illustrate how the system works, a person walks on the mat along a cell
sequence (0001) → (0111) → (1101) → (1011) as shown in Fig.2.9(a). The raw
signals from 4 fibers during his walk are shown in Fig.2.10. We find the noise level
is about 2 percent of the transmission when there is no object on the fiber. On
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Figure 2.6: A fiber floor weaved on a hardware net.

Figure 2.7: The configuration of a twisted fiber pair. The twisted fibers do not
rely on external stucture to generate microbending. One of the two cables can be
the regular wire, or they can both be fibers to provide redundancy for a single signal
channel.
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Figure 2.8: The system interface showing the raw data and the location of the
object being tracked.
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the other hand, for humans who weigh from 130lb to 180lb, the transmission in the
fibers will typically drop between 85 percent and 60 percent of the original value.
Thus the threshold for each fiber channel is set about 0.1 volt (corresponding to
90 percent) below the average reading with no object present. The corresponding
sensor signature of Fig.2.10 is shown in Fig.2.11. For each fiber, the sensitivity to
pressure is a function of location and local weaving condition. The pressure from
the human is a function of walking speed, stance time, foot-floor contacting area,
etc. All these variations explain why the raw sensor output shown in Fig.2.10 is not
a constant when the corresponding fiber is pressed by human footsteps.
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Figure 2.9: The original and reconstructed object locus. (a) Original object locus
(b) Reconstructed object locus.
The detected signature sequence read from Fig.2.11 is (0000) → (0001) →
(0111) → (1111) → (1101) → (1111) → (1011) → (0000). The signature sequence is mapped back to reconstruct the human locus, as shown in Fig.2.9(b).
Note that the detected sequence is not an exact reproduction of the original sequence. The difference can be explained by understanding the human’s walking
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Figure 2.10: The raw sensor signals from four fiber channels.
style. When he enters the monitored area, he places his right foot on cell (0001).
Then in the following order he places his left foot on cell (0111), lifts his right
foot to step on cell (1101) while his left foot remains in cell (0111). There will be
a short time frame when both of his feet are on the mat, producing an output of
S
0111 1101 = 1111,which is confirmed by the next output signature. As the walker
continues on, he lifts his left foot and move it towards cell (1011). Because only
his right foot is in contact with the cell (1101), the next signature sequence in the
detected sequence is (1101). Continuing on the walking trajectory, he next places
his left foot on cell (1011). Because both feet are on the mat. The signature is
S
1011 1101 = 1111, confirmed by the next signature in the sequence. Finally he

lifts his right foot and moves off the mat. The next signature (1011) indicates the
last position of his left foot and signature (0000) indicates he moves off the mat.
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Figure 2.11: The detected signature sequence after threshold. The corresponding
locus is mapped in Fig.2.9(b).
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The above explanations are illustrated in Fig. 2.12.
Several observations can be made from the experiment results:
• When feet are confined within one cell, the tracking result is exact.
• When the human steps fall on different cells, but within a square containing
2 × 2 cells, the tracking result can be any cell within that square.
• The reconstructed locus not only corresponds to the actual locus, but it is
also related to that particular human’s walking style. Specifically, it depends
on how often his two feet land on the floor simultaneously.
• The reconstructed locus is within an envelope determined by a series 2 × 2
squares spanned by successive cells in the original locus.
The observations indicate there are trade-offs between system resolution and
robustness. A smaller cell size leads to finer resolution, but the system might
malfunction when the object size is greater than expected. A greater cell size can
lead to a more robust system at the price of lower resolution. For objects with a
given size, however, the maximum tracking error is fixed at the maximum of cell size
and object size. For a general system designed with k-neighbor-local-code, the cell
size and value of k are two important parameters to be considered. There are two
design rules for determining their values : minimum − object − size ≈ cell − size
and maximum − object − size ≈ cell − size × k, where the minimum or maximum
object size refers to the lower and upper bounds of the object size which may appear
in the object space. A cell size smaller than minimum object size does not improve
system resolution since the final tracking result will indicate any cell covered by the
object. A cell size much greater than the minimum object size will yield too poor
a resolution for tracking small objects. On the other hand, if k × cellsize is greater
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Figure 2.12: The reconstruction of human footsteps. The corresponding detected
signatures for each subgraph are (a) (0001), (b) (0111), (c)(1111), (d) (1101), (e)
(1111), (f) (1011).
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than maximum object size,we will have over-designed the system and its sensing
efficiency will be lowered. We will have to use more than the minimum required
number of sensors. If the k × cellsize is smaller than the maximum object size, we
will not get correct tracking results since the combination of the signatures from
those cells covered by the object will be unpredictable. Other factors including cost
and feasibility of manufacturing will also affect the system design.
For our human tracking system, the minimum object size equals the size of one
foot and the maximum object size equals the maximum distance between the two
feet when a human is walking. Here, we set the waist size as the minimum object
size because it is a better indicator of the human’s projection on ground. Also, 2
is the miminum value for k because no matter how small the size of an extended
object, it is probable it will cover the boundary of two or more cells.
The experiment result and analysis actually shows another promising application
of the fiber mat—human gait analysis. Recall that even if the human walks along a
fixed locus, different walking habits will result in different reconstructed object loci.
By comparing the original locus and reconstructed locus, one is able to measure the
stance time, step length, double-support time, swing time, swing-to-stance ratio,
and velocity. A similar gait analysis can be performed by a commercially available
gait mat containing a large number of floor sensors [1]. However, the multiplexing
design described here is a competitive low cost solution with a system resolution
that can be tuned for specific needs.
Although the size of the demonstration fiber mat system is only 4 × 4, the
scalability is not a problem. The computation time is O(n2 ) for n sensors so that
there is no dimension curse. The layout is separable along each coordinate and is
line sensor friendly as discussed in previous section.
Still, there remain some implementation issues. We find that the existance of
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finite response time and relaxing time for microbending leads to certain undesired
intermediate states. For example, by carefully examining Fig.2.11(b), one can see
the falling edges of the fibers 0,1,3 near the 130th time step are neither vertical nor
of the same slope, which means the signals do not drop to a logic ’0’ at the same
time. Theoretically, the detected signature is supposed to change from (1011) to
(0000) immediately; however, intermediate states such as 0011 appear, but disappear quickly. One simple solution is to filter out this short time state which a human
walking at normal speed won’t produce. The other potential problem apprears when
the fiber sensors operate for a long time. The light transmission efficiency of the
fibers will drift due to such causes as previous usage, change of fiber curvatures,
change of fiber LED or darlington light efficiency, temprature shift, etc. Error results if we don’t monitor the light level shift continuously and adjust the threshold
correspondingly. One solution is to use a motion sensor to detect any intruders so
that the fiber system can calibrate automatically when there is no human being in
the monitored area.

2.5

Conclusion

A single fiber serves as a binary line sensor to detect the existence of a pressure field.
Its line sampling makes it easy to modulate a sensor receiver pattern. The space is
effectively segmented into cells by using the volume sampling method.A fiber web is
built by object space coding with a 2D gray code for single object localization. Each
cell is assigned a unique codeword by weaving the fiber in the object space. When
objects trigger the fiber web, a codeword is detected and a look-up table is used to
find the corresponding position. The object is localized after current measurement
data is available so this fiber web corresponds to a static identification of object
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states.
A fiber sensor web with such a channel coding design can have many advantages
as compared to traditional counterparts. It has a multiplexing nature so that each
sensor will be triggered by multiple object states. It is an efficient design, such that
for N object states, only log2 (N ) number of sensors and computations are required.
Such efficient design also ensures only non-redundant information is transmitted
in a wireless system to reduce bandwidth requirement. Finally, a large group of
traditional channel coding designs can be readily employed in sensor systems.
The issue of deployment complexity is not addressed in this thesis. When the
scale of the object space is large enough, say, 1000 × 1000f t2 , it is hard to deploy a
fiber web according to a structured coding scheme. In such a case, a random coding
scheme is preferred. One can simply toss the fiber to reduce deployment cost and
calibrate the system response once the fiber is deployed. A combination of a random
and a structured hybrid-coding scheme may also be a good choice. The structured
coding can serve as a first level to localize the object with low resolution, while in
a small neighborhood, random coding could serve as a second level to improve the
resolution.
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Chapter 3
Multiple Object Localization with
Superimposed Code
3.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter we introduced the fiber web as our test-bed for volume
sampling. A 2D gray code was introduced as an example of geometric object space
coding to localize a single volume object. Here we want to further generalize the
coding scheme so that it will enable the system to localize multiple objects simutaneously. Fortunately, we find that the concept of the groups testing code, which
was invented and applied before in other reasearch areas can be applied here.
Group testing enables the efficient identification of a very small number of active
states among a large number of possible states by testing the states in groups
instead of one by one. Since all tests are performed simultaneously and the group
membership is decided in advance, the gnostic subject is referred to as nonadaptive
group testing. Group testing or superimposed codes, as it is also known, was first
introduced by W. H. Kautz and R. C. Singleton in 1964 [40]. Group testing has
wide application in medical, chemical and electrical testing, coding, drug screening,
pollution control and multi-access channel sharing [23].
Let us describe in more detail an example from communications. In a con-
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ventional multi-access channel, multiple users share the same channel to exchange
information. In order to avoid conflicts, active users identify themselves by transmitting a signature codeword before sending out their actual message. Codewords
transmitted simultaneously are combined in the form of a bitwise OR in the communication channel. The receiver identifies the active users by inspecting the combined
codewords and assigns an order to active users. A naive signature codeword is a
codeword with length equal to the number of total users with the bit corresponding
to each active user set to “1”. However, in the common scenario when the number
of active users is far less than the total number of users, a more efficient coding is
achieved using nonadaptive group testing codes.
The isomorphism of a multi-access channel and a binary sensor array makes
it possible to apply superimposed codes in multiple object localization as well.
Consider a binary sensor array, in which each active object state triggers a selected
group of binary sensors. Equivalent to a multi-access channel, the information
associated with each object state and measured by the sensor array is a binary
vector or codeword. When multiple active object states coexist, the final sensor
output is the bitwise OR of the binary vectors. The original active object states
can thus be identified by checking a look-up table when the final sensor output is
unique for all possible combinations of active states.
The sensor array design based on nonadaptive group testing is an example of
multiplexing sensor design, in which each sensor monitors a number of object states.
We have been working on such multiplexing sensors by modulating the sensor receiver pattern [10, 27, 58, 59]. In particular, we have demonstrated a fiber web
deployed according to 2D Gray code to localize an extended source in the previous
chapter. [69]. Fiber, when used as a line sensor, allows the designer great flexibility to change its receiver pattern by weaving it in the object space. Here we
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demonstrate the application of superimposed codes in sensor array design with a
fiber web. Other applications of superimposed codes include file comparison [47],
pattern matching [32], DNA screening [5] and multiaccess channel [44].

3.2

Design of Group Testing Code

Suppose that there are up to k objects coexisting in a space consisting of n positions,
each of which may be occupied by no more than one object. To detect the positions
of the objects, we use a sensor array with m binary sensors. A sensor returns 1
if an object is present in any position monitored by that sensor and 0 otherwise.
Consider the m × n binary matrix T with Tij = 1 denoting that sensor i monitors
position j and 0 otherwise. Each row of matrix T corresponds to the receiver pattern
modulation of that particular sensor. Each column corresponds to the sensors in
the sensor array monitoring that position. In addition, column Tj can be seen as the
codeword assigned to object position j. The state of the object space is described
by a binary vector of length n with a 1 at position j denoting the presence of an
object there. The state of the sensor outputs is described by a binary vector z
of length m that is the element-wise inclusive logical OR of the columns Tj where
position j is occupied by an object(i.e. sensor j is active.)
z=

[

Tj .

(3.1)

j∈Active

The elements of z are the independent binary measurements of each sensor.
In order to be able to discriminate the positions of up to k objects simultaneously
present, the inclusive logical OR of all subsets of up to k columns of encoding
matrix T must be distinct from each other. The set of codewords (or equivalently
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the matrix T with those codewords as columns) with such a property is called the
uniquely decipherable code of order k, abbreviated as U Dk [40]. The matrix is also
called k-separable matrix, as its columns form the U Dk code.
If we further require that the inclusive logical OR of up to k columns does
not cover any other columns, then the matrix T becomes a k-disjunct matrix. A
codeword vector x covers codeword vector y if and only if the elementwise x∪y = x.
The columns of a k-disjunct matrix form a ZF Dk code, the zero-false-drop code of
order k [40]. A ZF Dk code is also a U Dk code, but not vice versa.
A ZF Dk code provides fast decoding, so the decoding time complexity can be
reduced from O(nk ) to O(k) [31]. This property may be extremely useful if one
is designing a large-scale sensor network. There are also universal construction
algorithms for ZF Dk codes with a fixed distance between codewords. The guaranteed distance between any pair of codewords is useful for error detection and
correction [57].
However, the ZF Dk code sacrifices coding efficiency to achieve the above-mentioned
properties. A U Dk code does not provide fast decoding, but it can achieve higher
sensing efficiency due to the fewer constraints on code construction. A U Dk code is
ideal for small or medium scale applications where measurements are reliable. One
needs to balance these factors to determine which code matrix is suitable for a specific application. Our primary goal is to design an encoding matrix T to maximize
n
,
m

the ratio of monitored positions n to number of sensors m. By doing this, we

can reduce the number of sensor channels, system complexity, cost, and bandwidth
requirements.
There have been a number of algorithms for the construction of U Dk and ZF Dk
codes since their first introduction in 1964 [40]. Macula introduces a uniform way
of constructing a class of ZF Dk codes with distance 1 [46]. Ngo and Du provide
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Figure 3.1: A comparison of the coding efficiency of several algorithms for K = 2
the construction of two families of k-disjunct matrices with general distance [57].
There are construcion algorithms for U D code with the discrete value of k, but
not for arbitrary k. When k = 2, among those reported algorithms, the parity
check based U D2 construction algorithm of Kautz and Singleton has the highest
efficiency. For small sizes of m, the iterated composition U D2 method of Kautz and
Singleton is superior. However, for larger m, their efficiency drops, and moreover,
the construction is only available for sparse values of m. Fig. 3.1 shows a comparison
of the coding efficiency of several algorithms. The ZF D2 class of codes cannot
compete with the other algorithms. The iterated composition of U D2 algorithms
is actually attractive before been overpassed by the parity check U D2 when the
number of sensor increases.
For our experimental demonstration, we localize up to 2 people simultaneously
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within a moderate number of positions. The floor is segmented into 64 cells forming
a square grid. Each cell is assigned a unique codeword from U D2 , the uniquely decipherable code of order 2. Since the number of positions is not large and the number
of people present simultaneously is only two, we use a genetic search algorithm to
find the most efficient U D2 code to encode the object space of 64 positions. It turns
out that only 16 sensors are required to localize up to 2 objects in 64 positions. It
can be seen in Fig. 3.1 that the instances generated by our genetic search match or
surpass the efficiency of all other construction algorithms.
The fitness function of the genetic search is the ratio of the number of unique
sensor states over the number of all possible states of interest. In our case, the



64
64
denoting the
+
+
number of source states of interest are 2081 = 64
2
1
0

presence of up to 2 sources. A fitness value of 1 for an individual declares the
finding of a U D2 coding matrix.

The search starts with a generation of 40 individuals that are either random
binary matrices or rows of non-optimal 2-separable matrices. A population of 120
individuals is generated by exchanging random pairs of rows between individuals
(parents) to get new individuals (children). Random mutations may also flip a bit of
an individual. The new generation is the set of 40 individuals from the population
with best fitness function values. The search repeats the generation-population
cycle until an individual with fitness value equal to one is found or an upper bound
of iterations is exceeded.
To our knowledge, this is the first time a genetic algorithm search has been used
in the construction of a 2̄-separable matrix. Although an estimate to the upper
m

bound of columns given a fixed number of rows has proven to be n(2, m) = O(2 2 )),
no general construction method exists. Fig. 3.2 shows a pictorial representation
of the 2-separable matrix we used for encoding the 64 space positions with 16 bit
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Figure 3.2: A pictorial representation of the 2-separable matrix we used for encoding the 64 space positions with 16 bit codes. Light colored tiles correspond to 1
and dark tiles to zero.
codes. The columns of the matrix have been reordered in reverse lexicographic
order. Fig. 3.3 shows a pictorial representation of the unique sensor states for all
possible object states with up to 2 active positions. These states are the signatures
which will reconstruct the positions of the objects later.
There are several 2-separable matrices of optimal size. One can determine certain matrices as more attractive when the weight of the rows or the columns does
not exceed a bound, or when the total number of non-zero elements is minimal.
This is generally true because the more 1 in the matrix, the more deployment cost
will be required since we need to modulate the receiver pattern of the sensor to
make it monitor the corresponding region. In addition, the distribution of the 1
and 0 elements affects the ease and / or cost of fabrication. In our fiber floor sensor application, there are also considerations regarding the assignment of codes to
specific cells in order to minimize the total length of the fiber used.
There are in total 216 = 65, 536 available codes and only 2081 codewords used.
If due to noise, a detected codeword is not one of the 2081 valid codewords, it is
rejected. Since only about 3.2% of the total codewords are used, it is very probable
that erroneously detected codewords are among the unused codewords.
The U D2 codes do not have the error detecting property of ZF D2 codes to
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Figure 3.3: A pictorial representation of the unique sensor states for all possible
object states with up to two active positions. Light colored tiles correspond to 1
and dark tiles to zero.
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generate a code that does not belong to the code family whenever more than 2
objects are present in the object space. This is because according to the definition
of 2-disjunct matrix, the union of any column vectors up to 2 columns does not
contain any other columns. When there are more than 2 objects, the detected code
is the union of more than 2 columns and contains more than 2 columns. This code
can not belong to the ZF D2 code family. For U D2 code, we can only guarantee the
union of any column vectors up to 2 columns is distinct. The union of more than 2
columns can be the same as one of the code in the U D2 code family. Thus, when
there are more than two objects, a code corresponding to two of the total objects
might be generated. In addition, the fact that the object state is beyond the design
capability of the sensor system may pass undetected. The above discussion applies
to arbitrary k.

3.3

Experiment Result

The human model and fiber sensor response model are discussed in the previous
chapter about single object detection. With a little modification of the experimental
setup, we localize up to 2 people in 64 positions with 16 fiber channels. A hardware
net layer is now used where the fibers are tied to form cells of 1.5 × 1.5 feet. The
fiber cables are spread to produce the desired microbending when there is pressure
due to somebody stepping on a cell. The floor is topped with a regular rug. This
design makes the fiber floor net easier to deploy and move.
Fig. 3.4 displays a schematic diagram of the sensor array setup. Note that
because each microcontroller can only accept 8 signal channels, we need 2 micro
controllers simultaneously. The calibration of the threshold can be associated with
an additional motion sensor. When the motion sensor detects there is no action
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Figure 3.4: A schematic diagram of the sensor array consisting of fiber optic LEDs,
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grouped into bus lines so that they won’t be triggered if someone steps on their
intersections.
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in the field, the system begins an automatic process of self-calibration, including
threshold tuning. Once a person is detected, the system stops calibration and
starts the tracking process. After thresholding, the binary data from these channels
are grouped to form a binary vector. The detected binary vector is then decoded
by a look-up table. However, unlike the 2D gray code used before to localize a
single object, the U D2 code does not have a universal fast-decoding algorithm. One
can either employ a binary tree structure to speed table look-up by using more
memory, or employ a hash table to balance memory usage and computation speed.
In general, the overall computational requirements for the signal post processing of
the fiber sensor array are still minimal and can be directly implemented in a microcontroller without the need for a personal computer. Fig. 3.5 shows the graphical
user interface of our fiber tracking system. Fig. 3.6 contains a series of snapshots
showing the detected trajectory of 2 humans moving simultaneously.

3.4

Conclusion

With this work, we demonstrate the deployment of fiber sensors with a coding design
based on superimposed codes. We design the coding scheme and the fiber web to
localize up to 2 people simultaneously. The sensor system detects the inclusive
logical OR of the unique codewords assigned to each cell. The resulting codeword
indicates the number of people and their positions. Both the coding design and
hardware can be easily generalized to include more objects and more positions.
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Figure 3.5: The screen shot of the interface for fiber tracking system.
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Figure 3.6: The snap shots of the space map when 2 objects move simultaneously.
One moves to the left through a horizontal line and the other moves towards the
left down corner.
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Chapter 4
Object Tracking With Boundary
Sampling
4.1

Introduction

The concept of distributed sensors that fire when a person or object crosses a geometric structure, as defined for example by laser beam, is familiar to fans of spy and
crime cinema. Surprisingly little academic analysis has appeared as to the optimal
deployment and capacity of this class of sensor networks, perhaps accounting for
the universal ability of Hollywood spies to penetrate these systems. While we do
not resolve this problem here, we do describe the object localization capacity of a
particular class of geometric sensors. We hope by this incremental analysis to seed
continuing scholarly interest in the design and analysis of such sensors.
In general, design of a sensor network for localization and tracking involves both
spatial sensor deployment and receiver pattern modulation. Deployment strategies
were previously considered in [30,62,67] assuming circular receiver pattern. Related
work on sensor deployment and path identification used path exposure as a merit
function to determine the quality of sensor deployment for target detection [17,
52–54]. Our group previously looked at receiver pattern design in [27, 58, 69, 70].
The aforementioned works employ a static sensing mode that tries to localize the
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object based on an instantaneous detected signal vector/codeword, not a temporal
sequence. Every point in the object space is thus encoded with a binary codeword
by proper sensor deployment.
The physical interface of a sensor system is determined mappings between a
target configuration and a physical distribution in the target embedding space and
between the target distribution and the sensor state. In the case of photography, for
example, the target is an object in a 3D embedding space and the mapping from the
target to a physical distribution occurs when the target radiates or scatters light.
The mapping from the light to the sensor state is mediated by lenses such that the
sensor state is proportional to the light density on the target.
With interest in computational distributed sensor networks, novel conceptions
of the target-field and field-sensor mappings have arisen. Using various approaches
to sensor deployment, optical and electronic interfaces and object radiation, it is
possible to design sensors that are sensitive to objects occupying specific points,
average values of objects covering a volume or objects crossing a curve or a surface.
Expanding the concept of the object embedding space to include hypercubes of spatial, spectral, coherence, polarization and even chemical information, it is possible
to imagine many interesting relationships between the sensor state and the target
state.
The sensor receiver pattern is a general approach to describe the object fieldsensor data mapping. The receiver pattern describes the points in the object space
to which a given sensor is sensitive. For example, a pixel on a camera may be
sensitive to all points along a specific ray extending from the camera or a motion
sensor may be sensitive to all objects moving in a specific volume.
The goals of sensor system design are to maximize the capacity of the system
relative to operational metrics (such as probability of detection, localization and
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classification) while minimizing system complexity, computational complexity and
latency, deployment and operations costs and power consumption. Many different
classes of sensors and algorithms may be applied to a sensing problem, ultimately
sensor design must decide between these approaches. The sensor receiver pattern
is the most fundamental determinant of the capabilities of a particular sensing
approach.
As an example of a novel approach to sensor system design and analysis, this
paper considers boundary sensors. While the concept of a boundary sensor is by
no means novel, detailed analysis of the tracking and localization capacity of networks of boundary sensors has not, to our knowledge, been previously presented. A
boundary sensor in N dimensions is triggered when an object crosses an N-1 dimensional structure. Along the number line, a boundary is determined by a discrete
set of points. In two dimensions a boundary is a curve or a set of curves. In three
dimensions a boundary is a surface. The detection of boundary crossing can be realized by video cameras [7, 68], pyroelectric sensors [22, 27],laser beams and optical
fibers. When the object moves in the object space continuously, it triggers a series
of boundary sensors. The object can then localized based on detected sequence of
activated boundary sensors, which will be called a sensor sequence. An example is
shown below in Fig.4.1
In contrast with staring sensor networks, the bounary sensor network uses temporal sequences of sensor events to encode spatial information. A spatial location
can be reached by multiple paths generating distinct sequences, but ideally each
sequence corresponds uniquely to the current object location. In order to localize
a moving object based on the detected sequence, each distinct path must be associated with a unique sensor sequence. (We consider all paths through the same
sequence of boundary defined regions to be identical.) A one-to-one mapping from
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Figure 4.1: An object space monitored by the boundary sensor network. An object
entering the object space along path 1 induces sensor sequence (2113), while path
2 induces sensor sequence (31).
sequences to paths requires proper deployment of the boundary sensors. In general,
it is also desired in that deployment scheme multiplex sensors so that we can track
the object in as many regions as possible with as few sensors as possible. At the
same time, certain system robustness should be introduced to combat noise and
system error.
The primary results presented in this paper are limits on the localization and
sensor sequence generation capacity of boundary sensor networks. We define m to
be the number of boundary sensors in the network and n to be the length of the
sequence used to track the object state. We assume that
(a) There is at most one object moving in the object space.
(b) At any instant the object can only trigger up to one boundary sensor.
(c) The boundary sensor will not miss any boundary crossing event.
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(d) A given boundary sensor defines the boundary between a given object location
and at most one other object location. (The object cannot change location
by triggering the same sensor twice in immediate succesion. Events in which
the same sensor is triggered twice in a row drops that sensor from the current
sequence.)

4.2

One dimensional boundary sensor systems

In one dimension, a boundary sensor triggers when a target passes a point. Our
model allows a single sensor point to be assigned detection points along the number
line. The model is motivated in part by an understanding of the 1D boundary
segmentation as a projection of a 2D map. In two dimensions we will allow the
boundary to curve arbitrarily. In crossing a 2D segmentation in 1D, we could cross
the same curve multiple times, thus creating the possibility of firing the same sensor
at multiple points. In a particularly simple case, one can imagine the use of crossed
1D boundary structures for localization on a 2D space. This approach is illustrated
in Fig.4.2. The x and y axes are each segmented by arrays of line sensors. By
connecting these line sensors using curves outside the object space, we create 1D
boundary sensors with repetitive coding for each sensor. Allowing a single sensor to
curve through the space multiple times allows us to minimize the number of sensor
used.
Whether or not it is actually deployed in 2D as illustrated in Fig.4.2, a 1D
boundary sensor may be represented graphically by a segmentation of the number
line. A line and a number of sensor denoted as points spread over the line are
shown in Fig. 4.3. Each points stand for a ’probe’ from a particular sensor and a
sensor can have multiple probes. Our goal is to arrange these points so that given m
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Figure 4.2: An example of the separable Cartesian gird design. The parallel lines
are the boundary sensors. Lines are connected at one end if they are the same
sensor. The numbers of the sensors are marked at the other end of the sensors. The
sensors parallel to x axis have the identical numbering but are not marked in this
figure. During operation, the x, ycoordinates of the object are identified separately.
sensors and a desired sensor sequence of length n, every consecutive point sequence
of length n is unique among all such sequences deployed along this line. For example,
in Fig. 4.3, given m = 5, n = 3, one can list all the consecutive point sequences
of length 3: 123, 231, 314, 145, 454, 542. We will discuss bi-directional sequence
later. We find all such point sequences are unique. Thus the deployment sequence
D = (12314542) satisfies our requirement, where D consists of all the sensor probes
along the line from left to right and D ∈ [1, 2..., m]l , l is the number of sensor
probes. However, this deployment sequence is clearly not the longest one. We can
add another 5 to the deployment sequence to form a longer one that satisfies our
requirement. A longer deployment sequence means one can use the same amount
of sensor resources to monitor a larger space. Our design goal is to find the longest
possible sequence for a given length n. We will start from the formal definition of
the deployment sequence.
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1D Space

Figure 4.3: The line model of 1D boundary sensor deployment. The line indicates
the 1D space. The points stand for the probe of a particular sensor. Each sensor
can have multiple probes.
Definition 4.2.1. A Deployment Sequence is a arrangement of sensor points in
1D space described by a number sequence wherein each number stands for a sensor.
Definition 4.2.2. A Sensor Sequence of length n is an n symbol subsequence of a
deployment sequence, corresponding to the sensor firings that would be detected as
an object moved between corresponding locations on the number line.
As an object moves along the number line, sensors in the deployment sequence
fire and segments of the deployment sequence are recorded by the sensor system. If
the system must determine the location of the object based on a single firing, each
sensor point must be assigned to an independent sensor. As we consider longer
sequences of sensor firings, however, it becomes possible to localize the object even
when single sensors correspond to multiple edges between object locations. The
localization capacity of the 1D sensor system (i.e. the maximum number of unique
object locations that can be achieve along the number line) is characterized by
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the maximum length of a deployment sequence under the constraint that every
subsequence of length n is unique.
Definition 4.2.3. A sequence graph for a system with m sensors based on sensor
sequences of length n is a directed graph consisting of
• A vertex corresponding to every possible sensor sequence of length n − 1.
• Directed edges between all vertices such last n − 2 numbers of the sensor sequence of the originating vertex are the same as the first n − 2 numbers of the
sensor sequence of the terminating vertex.
Under these conditions each edge corresponds to a sensor sequence with length
n and a trail in the sequence graph corresponds to a deployment sequence.
Lemma 4.2.4. A sequence graph has m(m − 1)n−2 vertices. The in-degree and outdegree for each vertex are both m − 1. The total number of edges is m(m − 1)n−1 .

Proof. According to assumption (d), no consecutive numbers within a sensor sequence should be the same; thus, the number of vertices equals the number of
sensor sequences with length n − 1. After the first sensor in a sensor sequence is
determined from the m candidats, there are m − 1 candidates for each successive
sensor in the sequence. The total number of allowable sequences of length n is
calculated as m · (m − 1)(m − 1) · · · (m − 1) = m(m − 1)n−2 .
{z
}
|
n−2

Since outgoing and incoming edges match subsequences of length n − 2, the

number of such matches is determined by the number of different first or last number
in the length n − 1 vertex sequences. Since we have assumption (d), only (m − 1)
choices are available. The total number of edges is calculated as
m(m − 1)n−1
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2m(m−1)n−2 ·(m−1)
2

=

Lemma 4.2.5. A sequence graph is strongly connected.
Proof. We need to prove there is a directed path from any vertex to another vertex.
Suppose the last sensor of the starting vertex is A and the first sensor of the
ending vertex is B. We will find a directed path from the starting vertex to the
ending vertex based on the rules mentioned before for two different situations. Note
that once we reach a vertex whose sensor sequence ends at B, it is trivial to find
the rest of the path to reach the ending vertex whose sensor sequence begins with
B.
1. when A = B, the corresponding path is (. . . A) ⇒ (. . . B) ⇒ · · · (B . . .)
2. when A 6= B, the corresponding path is (. . . A) ⇒ (. . . AB) ⇒ (. . . B) · · · (B . . .)

Lemma 4.2.6. A directed Euler circuit exists for a directed graph iff (if and only
if ) the graph is strongly connected and each vertex has an equal number of in-degree
and out-degree [9]
Theorem 4.2.7. The maximum achievable number of locations identified by a
boundary sensor system with m sensors using sensor sequences of length n such
that each sensor sequence is unique in the deployment sequence along either positive
or negative direction is

 m, n = 1
P (m, n) =
 m(m − 1)n−1 , n ≥ 2

(4.1)

Proof. When n = 1, we will construct a graph with the vertices corresponding to
the m sensors and edges connecting the sensors. All the vertices are connected by
undirected edges since any two different sensors can be adjacent to each other. A
deployment sequence that maximizes sensing efficiency corresponds to a path that
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transverses all the vertices. Such path is a Hamiltonian path [9]. It is trivial to
find a Hamiltonian path in a complete graph. For example, the darkened edges in
Fig.4.4 are a Hamiltonian path corresponding to the deployment sequence (135462).
1

2

3

6

5

4

Figure 4.4: A graph with vertices for 6 sensors and edges for potential sensor
boundaries for n = 1. The darkened path is one of the Hamiltonian paths of this
graph.
When n > 1, from Lemma 4.2.4, 4.2.5, and 4.2.6, it is found that a directed
Euler circuit exists for the sequence graph. The Euler circuit is a special kind of
trail with the same starting and ending vertex. Thus we can generate a optimal
deployment sequence utilizing all the m(m − 1)n−1 sensor sequences based on the
Euler circuit.
Fig.4.5 shows an example when n = 4, m = 3. Fleury’s algorithm is employed
to find an Euler circuit in the graph. [45] Note that the Euler circuit derived is not
unique. One can start from another vertex or take another edge during the trail to
form another deployment sequence.
Theorem 4.2.8. The number of distinct deployment sequences derived from the
sequence graph for m sensors and sensor sequence of length n is
D = (m − 1)!m(m−1)

n−2

det(K)

(4.2)

where K is the principal submatrix obtained from the Laplacian [16] of the sequence
graph by deleting any row and the corresponding column.
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Proof. From the BEST formula [20, 60], the number of Euler trails in a digraph is
given by (d1 − 1)(d2 − 1) . . . (di − 1) det(K), where di is the number of outdegree
|
{z
}
number−of −vertices

for ith vertex. Inserting the values presented in lemma 4.2.4 to the BEST formula

, we obtain Eqn(4.2).
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Figure 4.5: The sequence graph for m = 3, n = 4. The total number of edges is
3 ∗ (3 − 1)4−1 = 24. An Euler trail can be found within this graph that corresponds
to a deployment sequence to track an object in 24 positions with 3 sensors and at
least 4 consecutive measurements. One of the deployment sequence we get from
this Euler circuit is (121232312313121321313232121).
In theorems 4.2.7 and 4.2.8 we have derived the number of locations and deployment sequences we can achieve in 1D with m sensors and n detection events.
It is useful to extend these results to more constrained deployment sequences that
are robust against false crossings. A false crossing occurs when an object triggers
a boundary sensor but does not finish the crossing. The object could touch the
boundary and trigger the sensor but remain in the same region as it was before
triggering the sensor or it could cross in a complicated multiple trigger manner as
induced by the walking pattern of legged objects. In a robust system we want to
detect false crossings by sacrificing little sensing efficiency; therefore, we will need
to apply another constraint on the sensor sequence arrangement, which is stated as
assumption (e)
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(e) No alternating sensor in a sensor sequence can be the same.
We incorporate ssumption (e) in a new definition for an enhanced sequence graph.
Definition 4.2.9. An enhanced sequence graph is a sequence graph excluding deployment sequences in which sensors repeat in less than two steps.
Lemma 4.2.10. A enhanced sequence graph has m(m − 1)(m − 2)n−3 vertices. The
in-degree and out-degree for each vertex is both m − 2. The total number of edges
is m(m − 1)(m − 2)n−2
Proof. For the first sensor in the sensor sequence, we still have m candidates. After
the first sensor is chosen, the second should not be the same as the first one according
to assumption (f), so we have (m − 1) choices. For the ith sensors in the sensor
sequence, it can neither be the same as the (i − 1)th sensor nor the (i − 2)th
sensor according to assumption (g), so it only has m − 2 choices. That is the
same as the in-degree or out-degree for any vertex in the enhanced sequence graph.
Since each vertex corresponds to a sensor sequence of length n − 1, the number
of such sensor sequences (same as the number of vertices) now is m · (m − 1) ·
(m − 2)(m − 2) · · · (m − 2) = m(m − 1)(m − 2)n−3 .
{z
}
|
n−3

Lemma 4.2.11. An enhanced sequence graph is strongly connected when n = 2 or
n≥3&m≥4
Proof. The proof is trivial when n = 2.
When n ≥ 3 & m ≥ 4, suppose the last two sensors in the starting vertex are
A1 A2 and the first two sensors of the ending vertex are B1 B2 . We will find a directed
path from the starting vertex to the ending vertex based on the rules mentioned
before for six different situations. Note that once we reach a vertex whose sensor
sequence ends at B1 B2 , it is trivial to find the rest of the path to reach the ending
vertex whose sensor sequence begins with B1 B2 .
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1. When A1 6= B1 , B2 , A2 6= B1 , B2 , the corresponding path is (. . . A1 A2 ) ⇒
(. . . A1 A2 B1 ) ⇒ (. . . A2 B1 B2 ) ⇒ · · · ⇒ (B1 B2 . . .)
2. When A1 = B1 , A2 6= B1 , B2 , suppose there is A3 where A3 6= B1 , B2 , A2 Then
the corresponding path is (. . . B1 A2 ) ⇒ (. . . B1 A2 A3 ) ⇒ (. . . A2 A3 B1 ) ⇒
(. . . A3 B1 B2 ) · · · ⇒ (B1 B2 . . .)
3. When A1 = B2 , A2 6= B1 , B2 , suppose there is A3 where A3 6= B1 , B2 , A2 ,
Then the corresponding path is
4. (. . . B2 A2 ) ⇒ (. . . B2 A2 A3 ) ⇒ (. . . A2 A3 B1 ) ⇒ (. . . A3 B1 B2 ) · · · ⇒ (B1 B2 . . .)
5. WhenA2 = B1 , A1 6= B1 , B2 , then the corresponding path is (. . . A1 B1 ) ⇒
(. . . A1 B1 B2 ) ⇒ · · · ⇒ (B1 B2 . . .)
6. When A2 = B2 , A1 6= B1 , B2 . suppose there is A3 where A3 6= B1 , B2 , A1
then the corresponding path is (. . . A1 B2 ) ⇒ (. . . A1 B2 A3 ) ⇒ (. . . B2 A3 B1 ) ⇒
(. . . A3 B1 B2 ) ⇒ · · · ⇒ (B1 B2 . . .)
Based on the discussion above, we find if m ≥ 4, there is always a directed path
from any vertex to another vertex.
Theorem 4.2.12. The maximum achievable number of locations identified by a
boundary sensor system with m sensors using sensor sequences of length n such
that no sensor appears with less than two intervening distinct sensors is

 m, n = 1
P (m, n) =
 m(m − 1)(m − 2)n−2 , n ≥ 2, m ≥ 4

(4.3)

Proof. When n = 1 the proof is the same as in theorem 4.2.7. When n ≥ 2, m ≥
4, we will construct an enhanced sequence graph. Then from lemma 4.2.10 and
4.2.11, an Euler circuit exists for an enhanced sequence graph when m ≥ 4, which
corresponds to a deployment sequence monitoring m(m − 1)(m − 2)n−2 regions.
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Theorem 4.2.13. The number of deployment sequences derived from the enhanced
sequence graph for m sensors and sensor sequence of length n is
D = (m − 2)!m(m−1)(m−2)

n−3

det(K)

(4.4)

We note in theorem 4.2.7 and 4.2.12 that the sensor sequence is unique in the
deployment sequence along either positive or negative direction, but it is not globally
unique. We find that the algorithm to find the Euler circuit in a graph can be
modified to find a deployment sequence with globally unique sensor sequence in an
enhanced sequence graph. We will travel in the enhanced sequence graph in the
way that once a directed edge is traversed, the edge with mirror sensor sequence
of the traversed one will be removed to prevent it from being included in the trail
in the future. In this way, we can guarantee that each sensor sequence is globally
unique.
Lemma 4.2.14. By developing a trail with the traveling and discarding method,
exactly half of the edges in an enhanced sequence graph will be traversed when n ≥ 3
& m ≥ 4.
Proof. Here we present a constructive proof showing an algorithm of how to find a
trail by traveling and discarding method.
Select a vertex v and begin to build a directed trail starting at v. For every
edge added to this trail, remove the edge whose corresponding sensor sequence is
the reversal of the one added to the trail to form a “mirror” trail. Proceed until
you can go no further. Now one of the following must hold
• We returned to v, forming a circuit C ∗ .
• We ended at a vertex w other than v.
If the latter condition holds, then w has different in- and out- degree, and one
of the following conditions must hold:
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1. Either none or an equal number of inward and outward edges of w have been
removed, and the algorithm halts with ‘proof’ that G has no directed Euler
circuit, which contradicts our statement before.
2. One more out edge of w was removed than the in edges. We assume the
vertex right before w is u and that before u is t. In this case the sensor sequence of either u or t must be the reversal of the sensor sequence
of w. Supposed the sensor sequence of u is (A1 A2 . . . An−2 ) and that of t
and w are (B1 B2 . . . Bn−2 ) and (C1 C2 . . . Cn−2 ). For the first case we have
(A2 . . . An−2 ) = (C1 . . . Cn−3 ) and (A1 A2 . . . An−2 ) = (Cn−2 . . . C2 C1 ) ,which
will lead to Ai = Ai+2 or Ai = Ai+1 ,(3 ≤ i ≤ n−2), contradicting the rule that
no consecutive or alternating sensor should be the same. For the latter case,
we have (B1 B2 . . . Bn−2 ) = (Cn−2 . . . C2 C1 ), (A1 . . . An−3 ) = (B2 . . . Bn−2 )
and (A2 . . . An−2 ) = (C1 . . . Cn−3 ), which again leads to Ai = Ai+2 or Ai =
Ai+1 ,(3 ≤ i ≤ n − 2), contradicting to the rule that no consecutive or alternating sensor should be the same.
Thus, the latter condition does not hold in any case, so we will ”grow” C by adding
C ∗ to it.
Now, starting at v, proceed along C. One of the following must hold:
• We find a vertex u on C which still has edges leaving it.
• We find no such vertex, and C contains half of the edges of G. The other half
was removed when we grow C.
• We find no such vertex, and C does not contain half of the edges of G.
In the third case, we have proven that G is disconnected; there is no directed
path from any vertex of C to any vertex not on C, so we can halt with a proof that
G has no Euler circuit, contradicting with lemma 4.2.11 before. In the second case,
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C is the trail we want to find, so the algorithm halts in the happy state. In the first
case, we let v = u, and we return to Step 1, to continue to grow our circuit.
The final trail C will traverse exact half of the edges of the graph, corresponding
to a deployment sequence containing

m(m−1)(m−2)n−2
2

sensor sequences. This is the

maximum since adding any sensor sequence will make it no longer globally unique.

Theorem 4.2.15. The maximum achievable number of locations identified by a
boundary sensor system with m sensors within which every consecutive sensor sequence of length n is globally unique in the deployment sequence is given by



m, n = 1




 m2 −m , modd,n = 2
2
Pu (m, n) =
2 −2m+2
m


, meven,, n = 2

2


n−2

m(m−1)(m−2)

, n ≥ 3, m ≥ 4
2

(4.5)

Proof. When n = 1, the proof is trivial.

When n = 2, we can generate a sequence graph, it contains undirected edges.
Now an edge corresponds to two sensor sequences that are mirrors of each other.
In this graph an Euler trail corresponds to a deployment sequence among which
every sensor sequence is globally unique because each undirected edge can only be
traversed once.
Lemma 4.2.16. An Euler trail exists for a undirected graph iff there are exactly 0
or 2 vertices of odd degree. [9]
When m is odd, a complete graph with m vertices satisfying lemma 4.2.16 has
the maximum number of edges

m(m−1)
.
2

When m is even, we need to remove

m−2
2

edges from a complete graph to satisfy lemma 4.2.16. Thus, the total number of
edges is

m2 −2m+2
.
2

An example with m = 5 is shown in Fig.4.6.

When n ≥ 3 & m ≥ 4, we will travel in an enhanced sequence graph by
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Figure 4.6: The complete graph when m = 5, n = 2. An Euler trail can be found
in such a graph to construct a deployment sequence in which the sensor sequence
is globally unique along both directions. One example is (1234524135)
the traveling and discarding method to get the deployment sequence with length
m(m−1)(m−2)n−2
.
2

Proof. The proof is similar to that in theorem 4.2.8 by substituting the values in
lemma 4.2.10
In Fig.4.7 We use the algorithm discussed before to travel in an enhanced sequence graph and find the deployment sequence containing both globally unique
sensor sequences and one whose sensor sequences are unique only along positive or
negative directions.
As discussed above, 1D boundary sensor networks arranged orthogonally in the
plane may be used to localize sources in 2D. This Cartesian arrangement will fail to
localize along one axis, however, if the the object moves along a line perpendicular
to that axis. To solve this problem, a third parallel set of straight boundary sensors
can be included so that they will coincide with the diagonals, as shown in Fig.4.8.
Theorem 4.2.17. In a deployment graph formed by a triangle grid so that each
straight line corresponds to a distinct sensor, object paths that share common sensor
sequences of length n(n ≥ 2) must circle the same vertex.
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Figure 4.7: The enhanced sequence graph for m = 4, n = 3. The total number of
edge is 4 ∗ (4 − 1) ∗ (4 − 2)4−1 = 24. Again, an Euler trail can be found within this
graph that corresponds to a deployment sequence to track an object in 24 positions
with 4 sensors and at least 3 consecutive measurements. One deployment sequence
is (14231432412431234134213214), whose length (number of sequences of length 3)
is 24. The deployment sequence whose sensor sequences are globally unique based
on the traveling and discarding algorithm is (14312342314214), whose length is
24/2 = 12 .

Deployment graph
Dual graph

Path 2
Path 1

Figure 4.8: The deployment graph (boundary not drawn) and dual graph for the
triangle grid.
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Proof. We will first map the object path in the deployment graph into the path along
edges in the dual graph. We number each of the three parallel sets of boundary
sensors with independent of number set a, b and c. (a = 1, 2, . . . , b = 1, 2, . . . , c =
1, 2, . . .). Next in the dual graph we assign a 3-element coordinate (a, b, c) to each
vertex, where the value of each element is determined by the number of the corresponding edge. (The number of the edge is determined by the number of boundary
sensors to which it corresponds). Fig.4.9 shows the coordinate of the vertices of one
of the hexagon in the dual graph. We notice that the vertices which have the same
value for 2 out of 3 elements in their coordinate can only be on the two ends on a
diagonal.
If two paths are different in the dual graph, at least at one particular step
their vertices should be different. Assume they are v1 at path 1 and v2 at path
2. Since in the next step they will trigger the same sensor, at least one of their
coordinate elements should be the same, and this element will not change after
this step. Without losing generality, let’s assume after this step, v1 = (a, b1 , c1 )
and v2 = (a, b2 , c2 ). Now starting from v1 ,v2 , since they are going to trigger another
sensor, another element in the coordinate should be the same. (Keep in mind that in
the path of the object is not allowed to directly turn back to trigger the same sensor
again; otherwise, a new tracking sequence will begin). Without losing generality,
we assume it is the second element, thus we can rewrite the coordinate of v1 ,v2
as v1 = (a, b, c1 )and v2 = (a, b, c2 ). Now since v1 ,v2 share two common elements,
they must be on the two ends of the diagonal of a hexagon. The same analysis can
be applied to the following vertices in the paths. We will find that if two paths
share the common sensor sequence, they have to be the same, or part of the two
paths have to be symmetric on a particular hexagon (like path 1 and path 2 in
Fig.4.8).
Thus theorem 4.2.17 guarantees that the tracking error for a triangle grid is
localized within a small neighborhood.
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( a , b, c )

(a, b + 1, c + 1)

(a − 1, b + 1, c)
+ +

(a + 1, b + 1, c + 1)

(a, b + 1, c − 1)

(a, b + 2, c)

Figure 4.9: The coordinate system for the dual graph of a triangle grid. If two
vertices have 2 coordinate elements in common, they have to be on the two ends of
the diagonal of a hexagon.

4.3

Conclusion

We propose a new paradigm for a sensor network which tracks moving objects
based on detected sensor signal sequences in the time domain. A complete analysis
is given for the 1D case and based on graph theory, we find the most efficient
boundary sensor design and give the construction method for several cases. This
1D boundary sensor has potential application areas such as tracking automobiles
along a street, machine position along an axis or human position in a plane.
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Chapter 5
2D Boundary Sensor Array
5.1

Introduction

In two dimensions, a boundary sensor is associated with a curve in the plane. The
sensor fires when an object crosses over the curve. Such sensors may be implemented
using optical fibers, piezo-electric or pneumatic pressure sensors, light beams or
motion sensors. As in the 1D case, an object moving continuously through the
object space to form a path passing n + 1 regions, triggers n boundary sensors to
form a sensor sequence of length n. If there is one to one mapping between the
object paths and the sensor sequences, we are able to localize the final location of
an object without ambiguity.

5.2

2D Random Deployment Scheme

Design of an efficient 2D deployment strategy for a boundary sensor array is a
daunting problem. We begin discussion here by considering the performance of
quasi-random 2D deployments. The unique mapping between an object path and
a sensor sequence in a random deployment is not guaranteed. However, if the ratio
of the total number of paths to the total number of available sensor sequences is
much smaller than 1, we expect with high probability there is such unique mapping.
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Moreover, we also hope this ratio will further decrease when we increase m and n
so that less ambiguity can be achieved by a little more cost.
Definition 5.2.1. A deployment graph is a graph that describes the original layout
of a boundary sensor network in 2D space. In the deployment graph, the object space
boundary is considered as one vertex. The intersections between boundary sensors
are also vertices. Two vertices are connected with an edge if there is a common
sensor segment between them.

Boundary

Intersection 12

Intersection 13

Figure 5.1: The deployment graph of Fig.4.1.
Lemma 5.2.2. A deployment graph is a finite, connected, planar graph.
Proof. From the construction of deployment graph, this is obvious.
Lemma 5.2.3. The dual graph [29] of a deployment graph is a simple, finite,connected,
planar graph.
Proof. It is obvious that the dual graph is a finite, connected, planar graph. We
assume that the boundaries associated with 2D sensors do not end within the object space. By this assumption, two adjacent regions can only share one common
boundary. The regions in the deployment graph correspond to vertices in the dual
graph and the boundaries correspond to edges in the dual graph. Thus at most one
edge connects any two vertices in the dual graph, which means the dual graph is
simple.
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For example, the dual graph of Fig.5.1 is shown in Fig.5.2
A

2
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1

3
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C

1
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Figure 5.2: The dual graph for the deployment graph shown in Fig.5.1. The
numbers here stand for the sensors, and the characters stand for the regions in
Fig.4.1

Lemma 5.2.4. If G is a simple, finite planar graph with v vertices (v ≥ 3), then
G has at most 3v − 6 edges [29].
Lemma 5.2.5. The upper bound of the average degree of a simple, finite, planar
graph is 6.
Proof. Average degree ≤

2(3v−6)
v

=6−

12
v

≤6

Lemma 5.2.6. The upper bound of the total number of object paths passing n + 1
n 
regions is O V (m) 25 , where V (m) is the number of vertices in the dual graph.

Proof. An object path from one region to another in the deployment graph corre-

sponds to a path from and to the corresponding vertices in the dual graph. We have
V (m) choices to start. At each step in average we have at most 6 − 1 = 5 choices
to extend the path. Since we can extend the path at both

 ends, the new longer
 
 

5 
5
 =
path will be counted twice. Thus we have at most O 
·
·
·
V
(m)

2
2 
{z
}
|
n
n 
O V (m) 52
paths.
Lemma 5.2.7. The number of sensor sequences of length n is O(mn )
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Proof. The number of sensor sequences is given by Scurve (m, n) = m(m − 1)n−1 =
O(mn )
Two assumptions are made to further estimate the order of V (m):
(a) The deployment graph is a simple graph (There could be multiple edges between the vertex for object space boundary and other vertices, but the number
of such edges is small compared with the total number of edges.)
(b) The lay out of each boundary sensor is assumed to be approximated by polynomial curve with order up to K. (This assumption is based on fiber sensors,
there could be other assumptions for other sensor forms.)
Lemma 5.2.8. If G is a connected planar graph with v vertices, r faces and e edges,
then its dual graph G* has r vertices, v faces and e edges. [2]
Lemma 5.2.9. In the deployment graph, the number of vertices is in the same order
as the number of regions.
Proof. Assume the number of vertices, edges and regions in the deployment graph
are v, e and r. According to Euler’s formula [2] , we have v − e + r = 2. From
lemma 5.2.4 and lemma 5.2.8 we have e ≤ 3v − 6 (derived from the deployment
graph) and e ≤ 3r − 6 (derived from the dual graph) Combine these three, and we
get

v
2

+ 2 ≤ r ≤ 2v − 4. Thus we have O(v) = O(r).

Lemma 5.2.10. Two polynomial curves with order up to K have at most K intersections.
Theorem 5.2.11. The upper bound of the ratio of the total number of paths Pcurve (m, n)
passing n + 1 regions to the total number of sensor sequence Scurve (m, n) of length
n is
Pcurve (m, n)
=O
Scurve (m, n)
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5
2m

n


V (m)

(5.1)

where V (m) is the number of vertices in the dual graph or number of regions in the
deployment graph. If we further assume the deployment graph is a simple graph and
the deployment of each boundary sensor can be described by a polynomial curve with
order up to K, Eqn(5.1) becomes
Pcurve (m, n)
=O
Scurve (m, n)



5
2m

n−2 !

Proof. Eqn(5.1) can be derived from lemma 5.2.6 and 5.2.7.
 
From lemma 5.2.10, we find V (m) = r = O(v) = O K 

Substituting V (m) into Eqn(5.1) yields Eqn(5.2)

(5.2)

m
2



 = O(m2 ).

Theorem 5.2.11 confirms our our speculation stated earlier this section. When
m ≥ 3 and n ≥ 3 (which is easy to be met in real world applications), we find
that Pcurve (m, n) will be far smaller than Scurve (m, n) when m or n increase. Since
each path is always associated with a sensor sequence (but not vice versa), a pool
of sensor sequences with far larger quantity than that of the paths means we have
great possibility to make each path associate with a distinct sensor sequence.
When both the boundary sensor and the object path are straight lines, theorem
5.2.11 can be further simplified.
Theorem 5.2.12. When both the boundary sensor and object path are limited to
straight lines that extend to infinity

Pcurve (m, n)
= O m4−n
Scurve (m, n)

(5.3)

Proof. Let L be a set of m line (boundary sensor). We dualize L to a set L∗ of points.
The duality transform preserves the above-below relationship, i.e., if a point p lies
above (resp.\ below, on) a line l, then the line p∗ dual to p lies above (resp.\ below,
on) the point l∗ dual to l. Let H be the set of O(m2 ) lines connecting every pair of
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points in L∗ ; each line in H is dual to an intersection point of lines in L. The lines
in H induce a planar subdivision, denoted by A(H), whose vertices are intersection
points of H. The edges are the maximal portions of lines in H that do not contain
any intersection points, and the faces are the maximal connect regions that do not
intersect any line of H. Let p and q be two points that lie on the same edge or face
of A(H) Then the lines p∗ and q ∗ intersect the lines of L in the same order because
all intersection points of L lie on the same side of p∗ and q ∗ . Note p∗ and q ∗ are
straight object paths and they should be regarded as the same path if they satisfy
the above conditions. Hence, there are O(m4 ) different object path. Combine this
result with lemma 5.2.7 then we get Eqn (5.3)
Corollary 5.2.13. When the boundary sensors are straight lines and object paths
are straight lines passing n + 1(n ≤ m) regions. We have

Pcurve (m, n)
= O (m − n + 1)m4−n
Scurve (m, n)

(5.4)

Proof. The number of straight-line paths passing n + 1 regions along a particular
line is m − n + 1, from which theorem 5.2.12 yields Eqn(5.4)

5.3

System Data Structure and Simulation

In a boundary sensor array, we store the regions associated with each boundary sensors in the structure of a series of region pairs. Two regions in a region pair face each
other across the corresponding sensor. Fig.5.3 shows one example of random deployment with 6-laser diode/photodiode pair as boundary sensors. The regions associated with sensor (a) are stored as Sensor(a) = [(1, 2), (6, 7), (9, 10), (11, 12), (14, 15), (19, 20)].
When an object is estimated to be at a particular region due to previous measurement and a new sensor is triggered, the system will check all the associated regions
with that sensor to find a region pair containing the current region as well as the
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next possible region for the object. In most cases the object will keep moving forward thus the next possible region should be the other region in the region pair. In
rare cases when there is a false crossing, the object stays in the same region. When
there is an unreliable measurement so that the sensor misses the object crossing
event (due to the fact that sometimes the object tries to avoid the sensor), which
could lead to the result that we cannot find the current region in the associated
region pairs of the triggered sensor (refer to the data structure of the boundary
sensor). We need to start over the tracking procedure to clear unreliable measurements. In the real-time tracking scheme, we will keep a queue of possible current
regions in descending order indicating descending possibility. This queue is initiated
with all the associated regions of the first triggered sensor. Every time a new sensor
is triggered, depending on the situation either the object will cross that sensor,
stay in the same region, or there will be no valid next region because of unreliable
measurement, the queue will be updated with new regions added and some old ones
replaced or removed. If the queue gets empty, the tracking will start over with the
queue refilled by all the regions associated with the current sensor.
In Table 5.1 we show a simulated tracking result when an object follows the path
in Fig.5.3. In the table, each row corresponds to the possible regions after the nth
sensor in the sensor sequence is triggered. The first region in each row is the most
possible tracking result while the one at the end is the least possible. We assume
the more false crossing an object makes along a path, the less possible the final
region will be as the tracking result. The object makes 2 false crossing at region
6. In general, the final regions will always be two adjacent regions since we don’t
know if there is a false crossing during the last step.
The data structure used in boundary sensor tracking scheme use less storage
space and processing time as compared to that of static sensor. It is easy to find
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Figure 5.3: A sensor array deployment scheme with six laser boundary sensors.

Table 5.1: A simulated tracking sequence. The first column of each row shows at
that particular time step which sensor is triggered. From the second column the
object’s possible positions are listed in descending possibility.
Step 1,sensor d 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 16 17
Step 2,sensor c 3 13 14 15 10 12 4 11
Step 3,sensor b 2 7 8 3 10 11
Step 4,sensor a 1 6 9 12 2 7 10 11
Step 5,sensor e 6 1 7 2 3 10
Step 6,sensor b 9 10 3 2 7 6
Step 7,sensor f 16 6
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that the storage space is determined only by the number of regions. The searching
time is determined by the number of regions associated with each sensor , which is
O(m). Besides, for the static sensor array demonstrated in the previous chapter,
the multiplex sensing is carried out in the spatial domain (which means a sensor
can sense multiple regions at the same time). The relationship between the object location and the signature code needs to be recorded in a lookup table. The
required storage space and decoding time is determined by the size of the lookup
table. Sometimes these requirements can be reduced by a delicate coding scheme.
For a boundary sensor network, however, the multiplex sensing is carried out in the
temporal domain (which means a sensor can sense multiple steps in a short path).
This characteristic enables us to decode a sensor sequence bit by bit at each time
step. We don’t need to store the relationship between the object paths and the
sensor sequences, but only the associated regions with each boundary sensor. Furthermore, this temporal domain multiplexing makes the system’s detecting power
(maximum number of regions detectable) grow with the length of the sensor sequences. On the other hand, when errors occur, the boundary sensor array needs
n time step to completely converge to the correct tracking result while the static
sensor array can correct it immediately in the next time step. In Table 5.2 we show
some comparison between these two types of sensor arrays.
We did some calculations to study the deployment scheme Fig.5.3 to verify the
theoretical result. In Fig.5.4 we plot the relationship between length of sensor


curve (m,n)
. According to Eqn (4.5), this should be a straight
sequence n and log PScurve
(m,n)
line, which is confirmed by Fig.5.4. The larger the slope of this line, the shorter the
length of sensor sequence required to map to a unique sequence.
We are interested in how long the sensor sequence should be so that the tracking
result can converge to one distinct final region. Note that sometimes even if a
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Table 5.2: A comparison between the boundary sensor and the static sensor on
system requirements and sensing capability.
Sensor type (Binary Boundary sensor
Static sensor
sensor)
Sensing type
Region boundary
Region interior
Multiplexing type
Temporal domain
Spatial domain
n
Maximum number of O(m ) with sensor se- O(2m )
positions
monitored quence of length n
with m binary sensors.
Storage space required O(P )
O(P ) or O(2m ), defor m sensors, P posipending on algorithm
tions
used.
Decoding time required O(m)
O(m) to O(P ), dependfor m sensors.
ing on code used.
Time steps required for n
1
error correction

sensor sequence corresponds to multiple paths, these paths may still lead to the
same final region, which further reduces the ambiguity for object tracking. The
simplest example is by comparing two paths: (1) object A triggers a sensor and
come back to the original region. (2) object B comes from another region and
triggers the same sensor A that triggered; then object B enters object A’s region.
These two paths are different because they start from different regions, however,
they share the same sensor sequence and end up with the same final region. The
calculation result is shown in Fig.5.5. It is found that the number of paths per
sensor sequence indeed drops dramatically when the length of the sensor sequence
grows. However, this number does not go to 1. The reason is that in the simulation
we allow arbitrary paths such as circles. For example, in Fig.5.3 if an object starts
from region 16 and circles clockwise to region 6,8. . . it will always trigger the same
sensor sequence as the path that starts from region 17 and circles counterclockwise
to region 8,6. . . as long as their lengths are the same. There are always some sensor
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sequences that correspond to more than one final regions by this way no matter how
long the sensor sequence is. But in general, an object, especially a walking human,
will seldom follow this kind of path. We observe numerically in general that once
the length of the sensor sequence reaches 6 or 7, the number of the final regions will
converge to 1. (When false crossing is allowed, the final regions are two adjacent
regions).

Figure 5.4: The log (number of paths / number of sensor sequences) versus the
length of sensor sequence.

5.4

Conclusion

For random deployments of a boundary sensor array in a 2D domain, we give the
upper bound on the ratio of the number of paths to the number of sensor sequences,
where the path and sensor can be either curves or straight lines. We find in both
cases, this ratio decreases rapidly when the number of sensors or the length of the
object path increases, indicating great possibility to have each path associated with
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Figure 5.5: The average number of final regions per sensor sequence versus length
of sensor sequence.
a unique sensor sequence. A simulation was run to confirm the theoretical analysis.
We propose the data structure of the boundary sensor and compare it with the
static sensor discussed in the previous chapters. It is found that the boundary
sensor requires less decoding time and storage space by putting less demand on the
error correction capability.
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Chapter 6
Probabilistic Partial Boundary
Sampling in 3D Space
6.1

Introduction

In the previous chapters we discussed the design of boundary sensor arrays in 1D
and 2D space. When it is in the 3D space, however, the situation can be quite
different. The reason is that we don’t have a good sensor candidates to create a
continuous surface so that they can serve as boundaries in 3D space. Even if we
have certain kind of surface sensor, such as spread fan-shape laser beam, since it is
not guaranteed to completely cut a 3D object space, as shown in Fig. 6.1, it is not an
ideal boundary. The same situation happens with line sensors as discussed before.
A vivid example of line sensors can be found in the movie Entrapment. In these
cases, these sensors actually serve as partial boundary sensors. When an object
starts from a region to the adjacent region separated by a partial boundary, it has a
certain probability to trigger that partial boundary sensor, depending on the actual
path it takes. If we deploy such a boundary sensor array in the space and an object
travels in the space, we will also detect a sensor sequence in the temporal domain.
In order to reconstruct the original path, a statistical model must be employed.
The partial boundary sensor model also applies to other scenarios. For the
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3D Object
space

Partial Boundaries

Figure 6.1: A number of triangle shaped surface serve as sensor probe to partially
segment the 3D space. The sensor is triggered when the object cut the triangle
pattern.
boundary sensor arrays discussed for 1D and 2D cases, when there are errors in
the measurement, such as those due to the system noise or outside disturbance, the
measurement becomes a erroreous measurement with certain probability Pcross so
that a statistical model is required as well. Or, if we use fibers deployed on the
ground as boundary sensors to track human beings, there are chances the human
can miss the fiber boundary when he moves around. This is similar to the 3D
partial boundary. In general, the boundary sensors we discussed in chapters 4 and
5 can all be included in the 3D partial boundary framework since they are special
cases where Pcross = 1 and the 3D space collapses to 2D or 1D space. The partial
boundaries can also be generalized to small volumes as long as the sum of all these
small volume is far less than the volume of the object space. One should notice the
difference from volume sampling. In volume sampling, the sum of all the segmented
volumes are equal to the volume of the object space.
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We will not discuss the design of partial boundary sensor array in this thesis,
but we will propose a model and leave the solution as a challenging open problem.

6.2

Model of 3D Partial Boundary Sensor

Assuming a 3D object space ℜ3 , a number of volumes Vij float in this space. Each
volume Vij serves as a jth probe of a particular sensor Mi . The number of sensors is
usually far less than the number of volumes. An object with volume ℵ moves within
this object space ℜ3 . A sensor Mi is triggered if the object volume ℵ intersects with
a probe volume Vij . When the object moves along a continuous trajectory, a sensor
sequence Sl = [Mi1 , Mi2 , Mi3 ...] will be recorded, and we are supposed to reconstruct
the object trajectory based on the detected sensor sequence.
Since the volumes Vi do not necessarily segment the object space into isolated
regions, we still need to find a way to segment the 3D object space into discrete
regions. Two regions are considered adjacent to each other if they share a common
edge or both are adjacent to a common probe volume. Only when the object travels
between two virtual regions which are both adjacent to a probe volume Vij will it be
possible for the object to intersect volume Vij . The challenge here is to find a way to
define regions and estimate the value of Pcross . After that, for a given path φk and
a sensor sequence Sl , one can calculate the conditional probability P (Sl |φk ). Then
calculate P (φk |Sl ) for all paths φk by Bayesian model: P (φk |Sl ) =
path with the largest P (φk |Sl ) will be the reconstructed path.
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P (Sl |φk )P (φk )
.
P (Sl )

The
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